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[TIhe relevant demands of stare decisis do not preclude considering, for the first time thoroughly and in the light of the best
available evidence of [constitutional] purpose a [constitutional]
interpretation which started as an unexamined assumption on
the basis of inapplicable citations and has the claim of a dogma
solely through reiteration.'
* Professor of Law, Temple University School of Law; B.A.,J.D. University of
Chicago; Univesite d'Aix, Marseille, Doctor en Droit; LL.M. Yale University.
1. Monroe v. Pape, 365 U.S. 167, 220-21 (1961) (Frankfurter, J. dissenting).

Article I, section 11 of the Pennsylvania Constitution of 1969 has
survived in substantially the form in which it was originally adopted as
article IX, section 11 of the Constitution of 1790. The present section
reads as follows:
All courts shall be open; and every man for an injury done him
in his lands, goods, person or reputation shall have remedy by
due course of law, and right and justice administered without
sale, denial or delay. Suits may be brought against the Commonwealth in such manner, in such courts and in such cases as
the Legislature may by law direct.
I.

Introduction
Why has the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania failed to perceive the
simple proposition that under the Pennsylvania constitutions, Pennsylvania is not an immune sovereign; that if it is an immune sovereign it is an
immune sovereign in equity only; and that if it is an immune sovereign in
equity only, that equitable immunity is only partial because the immunity, such as it is, was originally designed to apply only to the person of the
governor of the Commonwealth? The answer is simple. The court has not
read the constitution as it should be read, and, as a result, has misinterpreted the document that it is charged by a sacred trust to read. Briefly,
the doctrine of sovereign immunity, as presently pronounced by the
Supreme Court of Pennsylvania, has no foundation in history, in law, in
equity, in reason, or in policy. The court's continuation of the doctrine,
replete with its appeals to the legislature to remedy the admittedly unjust
results it breeds, is neither necessary nor proper.
The court, while purporting to read the so-called sovereign immunity article, 2 has never really examined the meaning of words such as
"supreme" and "vested" in various Pennsylvania constitutions or the
phrase that ends the first sentence of article IX, section 11 of the old
constitution, "without sale, denial or delay." Nor has it really examined
the meaning of the words "suits," "cases," "courts," and "manner"
that appear in the second sentence. These are all words of art that have
special meanings in the light of Pennsylvania history and politics.
This article demonstrates that the true intentions of the founding
fathers of Pennsylvania, in drafting article IX of the old Constitution of
1790, related to a limited immunity in equity only given to the governor
(not the entire executive branch of government) by article IX, section 11
and by article V, section 6 of the same constitution.
Part II which is entitled "Good Cases Make Bad Law" concerns
some of the high court's current strain of reasoning as it relates to
2. The sovereign immunity article of the Pennsylvania Constitution is article 1, § II
of the 1969 Constitution. This new constitution is the product of periodic amendments of the
Constitution of 1873, which became effective on January 1, 1874, and which is commonly
referred to as the Constitution of 1874. Unless otherwise stated, future references to article
I, § 11 refer to the Constitution of 1969.

selected fact patterns in the sovereign context. Part III sets the
stage for the proper reading of the Pennsylvania Constitution by very
briefly treating the rules of the game of constitutional interpretation. Part
IV of this article furnishes some necessary historical perspectives; constitutional charts showing the relationship of the various Pennsylvania
constitutions to each other in an historical context and their relationship to
the question of sovereign immunity; and observations on both history and
charts, which ineluctably demonstrate that the lawyer-draftsmen framers
of the 1790 Constitution could not possibly have said that Pennsylvania is
immune from all lawsuits without its consent. This second part of Part IV
is entitled. -What the Constitutions in Fact Say." It will be
apparent after reading Part IV that the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania has
divined a meaning for article I, section 11 of the present constitution that
manifestly was not intended by the framers of the Constitution of 1776,
the Articles of Confederation, the Constitution of 1790, the Constitution
of 1838. the Constitution of 1874, and is not supported by the Constitution of 1969. Part V, "Nexus and Conclusions," connects the present
constitution's article I, section 11 to the constitutional and historical
perspectives outlined in Part IV, and shows how both the majority (prosovereign immunity) and minority (anti-sovereign immunity) wings of
the high court have failed to perceive the nexus between policy and
history, which gives them the power to right the wrongs of which both the
majority and minority have complained.
The epilogue of this article suggests an alternative approach to the
law of immunity from the standpoint of preserving only a part of the
court's reading of the so-called sovereign immunity clause, and reviews
the conclusions that can accurately be drawn about sovereign immunity
today.
II.

3
Good Cases Make Bad Law

Although the courts of Pennsylvania have never permitted recovery
against the State in tort cases,4 they have pronounced formulae by which
3. Ordinarily, the Commonwealth responds to the pleadings in a sovereign immunity
case with the preliminary objection of immunity and, therefore, the record fails to reveal
detailed factual statements. Facts have been accumulated, however, by searching briefs and
records, and through conversations with counsel and, in some cases, the victims of
sovereign immunity.
Also, the arguments presented in this article were presented to the members of the
Supreme Court of Pennsylvania in 1975 in one of those cases-Zerby v. Department of
Transportation, 464 Pa. 421, 346 A.2d 914 (1975). Counsel's argument in Zerby lasted fortyfive minutes and not one member of the court asked a question about the argument or the
brief. Since the Zerby case, not one of the arguments proposed in that brief, which are
restated here, has been addressed or refuted by the court's majority. The minority of the
court has also displayed a similar aversion to an historical interpretation and has
merely repeated its own well-meaning platitudes about doing away with this outmoded
doctrine.
4. At least one plaintiff has recovered in federal court. United States ex rel Fear v.
Rundle, 506 F.2d 311 (3d Cir. 1974). The basis for recovery in this case was that the

one could theoretically recover. That no one has ever been compensated

by a Pennsylvania court in a sovereign immunity context has not deterred
the courts from attaching importance to these formulae before they

dismiss the complaints.
The supreme court's most recent formulations about sovereign immunity should be examined for several reasons: to determine what meaning they really have for the injured parties; to pave the way for the
emergence of constitutional and historical truth; and to substantiate the

argument that the court's actions by denying recovery to injured victims
have resulted in a denial of justice and lack of due process. After all, if no
one can recover because the standards for recovery cannot be satisfied,

there is only a pretence of justice.
The immunities formulae developed by the courts cover four major
categories of cases. These categories, each containing curious distinctions that prevent recovery, may be broken down as follows:

1. People Cases: Actions brought against high public officials
who are absolutely immune,' low public officials or "mere
employees" who are conditionally immune, 6 and political
7

2.

3.

4.

subdivision employees, who may or may not be immune;
Organizations Cases: Complaints against agencies 8 and in-

strumentalities (both of which are absolutely immune) and
independent agencies that are liable because the Common9
wealth is not responsible for their debts;
Activities of Employees Cases: These employees may be
accused of mis-, mal-, or nonfeasance, in governmental or
proprietary, 10 or ministerial or discretionary settings;"I and
Procedural Problem Cases: These cases raise the questions
of which courts may hear which cases about which people

defendants, negligent physicians in a state prison, were "low" officials, and were, therefore, not immune. The Pennsylvania courts have not followed the Rundle rationale. A
similar doctrine had, however, developed in Pennsylvania courts. In Montgomery v. City of
Philadelphia, 392 Pa. 178, 140 A.2d 100 (1958) and Ammlung v. City of Chester, 224 Pa.
Super. Ct. 47, 302 A.2d 491 (1973), the courts suggest a qualified immunity for lower
officials, which entitles them to immunity for any exercise of discretion that is not reckless,
wanton, or malicious-the same standard set in Rundle, 506 F.2d at 334. Nevertheless,
discretionary duty is no longer the determinative criterion. Teague v. Consolidated Bathurst
Ltd., 408 F. Supp. 980 (E.D. Pa. 1976); Walter v. Commonwealth, 23 Pa. Commw. Ct. 97,
350 A.2d 440 (1976).
5. Matson v. Margiotti, 371 Pa. 188, 88 A.2d 892 (1952).
6. Harris v. Rundle, 27 Pa. Commw. Ct. 445, 366 A.2d 970 (1976).
7. Wicks v. Milzoco, 25 Pa. Commw. Ct. 340, 360 A.2d 250 (1976).
8. E.g., King v. General State Auth., - Pa. Commw, Ct. -, 373 A.2d 1185 (1977).
After a woman fell and injured herself on steps maintained by the G.S.A., the court held
that the G.S.A. was immune as "an agency" of the Commonwealth. See also Forney v.
Harrisburg State Hosp., 18 Pa. Commw. Ct. 17, 336 A.2d 709 (1975).
9. Specter v. Commonwealth, 462 Pa. 474, 341 A.2d 481 (1975).
10. Ayala v. Philadelphia Bd. of Public Educ., 453 Pa. 584,305 A.2d 877 (1973); Biello
v. Pennsylvania Liquor Control Bd., 454 Pa. 179, 301 A.2d 849 (1973).
11. Ammlung v. City of Chester, 224 Pa. Super. Ct. 47, 302 A.2d 491 (1973).

doing which activities in behalf of which organization,
when the many defenses of sovereign immunity may be
raised' 2 and when equity powers may be invoked.
Because case law is confusing to everyone except the assistant
attorneys general who summarily argue immunity, the discussion will
examine absolute immunity, conditional immunity, political subdivision
immunity, jurisdiction, and equity. These are the categories in which the
cases seem to fall. It should be noted that if sovereign immunity cannot be
found in article I, section 11 of the constitution, then all the distinctions
and all the categories must be woven out of whole cloth.
A.

Absolute Immunity-High Officials and Their Agencies Always
Win
In a long line of heart-rending cases, the courts of the Commonwealth have held that "high" public officials are absolutely immune in
the performance of their duties and therefore the court will not inquire
into their motives. The suggested definition for a high public official is a
person who is empowered to perform policy-making functions. 3 The
courts have justified this absolute immunity by claiming that state officials would be reluctant to perform their decision-making responsibilities
if the Commonwealth could be held liable for their actions.14 Presumably,
if the Commonwealth were subject to liability, this might result in the
corresponding imposition of liability on the public officials who had
caused the state to incur liability.
This high official immunity derives, of course, from Commonwealth
Immunity, which the court says is constitutionally mandated. Thus, if one
assumes that the founding fathers in Pennsylvania meant to immunize the
government for every act of the executive branch damaging to the citizenry, there is no need to wonder at the court's reasoning. Given the
underlying constitutional infirmity upon which the whole superstructure
of these cases sits, the conventional wisdom promulgated by the high
court is truly a masterpiece of ineluctable logic, which, unfortunately, is
just dead wrong.
In an extremely sophisticated excluded middle argument, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, and thus its highest officials and the agen12. Harris v. Rundle, 27 Pa. Commw. Ct. 445, 366 A.2d 970 (1976). The defense of
immunity from suit may be raised either by new matter or preliminary objections. This
implies that Pennsylvania has adopted the international law standard for its sovereign. See
Part IV infra.
13. The Pennsylvania courts have never explicitly defined the term "low official." In
Montgomery v. City of Philadelphia, 392 Pa. 178, 140 A.2d 100 (1958), the Pennsylvania
Supreme Court suggested that the determination of whether a public official is a "high
official" can be made on the basis of "the nature of his duties, the importance of his office,
and particularly whether or not he has policy-making functions." Id. at 105. Presumably a
"low official" would be an official who did not meet the criteria for "high officials."
14. See, e.g., Ammlung v. City of Chester, 224 Pa. Super. Ct. 47,302 A.2d 491 (1973).

cies they work for, can do almost anything to anyone anytime with

impunity (deemed immunity of one kind or another) because state,
agency, or the high people involved have immunity or executive
privilege. Thus, the attorney general can libel someone 5 or the state or
agency or high official can sell booze to a minor in violation of the
criminal law,16 or sell it to a known alcoholic against his family's
wishes.' 7 Indeed the state can set death traps on public highways."1
Further, under the doctrine of immunity, Pennsylvania can effectuate the

release and hiring of a known criminal sexual psychopath to20 murder
children' 9 or can simply torture adolescents in the state's care.
B.

ConditionalImmunity-Low Officials and Their Agencies Always
Win
The conventional wisdom suggests that low public officials or mere

employees of the state are conditionally immune, according to the tortured reasoning of the courts, if they acted within the scope of their
authority and were merely negligent. Here again, no state employee has
21
ever been held liable regardless of the degree of his negligence.
Thus, low public officials and their agencies, not to be outdone by

their "high" superiors, can also set traps for people, 22 and even kill those
they set traps for. 23 In addition, the low public officials can negligently
stage explosions,24 release their own psychopaths to work in private
industry where they can rape people,2 drop trees on people,2 6 or be rather

more prosaically negligent, all with immunity. 27
C.

Employees of Political Subdivisions

Ayala v. PhiladelphiaBoard of PublicEducation2 has been widely
regarded as holding that the immunity of municipal, township, and

county employees has been unequivocally abrogated. Though that may be
the general interpretation, Ayala is apparently being eroded, at least in
the lower courts.
15. Matson v. Margiotti, 371 Pa. 188, 88 A.2d 892 (1952).
16. Biello v. Liquor Control Bd., 454 Pa. 791, 301 A.2d 849 (1973).
17. McCoy v. Commonwealth, 458 Pa. 513, 326 A.2d 396 (1974).
18. Zerby v. Department of Transportation, 464 Pa. 421, 346 A.2d 914 (1975).
19. Freach v. Commonwealth, 23 Pa. Commw. Ct. 546, 354 A.2d 908 (1976)
20. Zinna v. McDougald, 71 Pa. D. & C.2d 271 (C.P. Lawr. 1975)
21. See Lehnig v. Felton, 235 Pa. Super. Ct. 100, 340 A.2d 564 (1975); Schroeck v.
Pennsylvania State Police, 26 Pa. Commw. Ct. 41,362 A.2d 486 (1976); Fisher v. Kassab, 25
Pa. Commw. Ct. 503, 360 A.2d 809 (1976); Freach v. Commonwealth, 23 Pa. Commw. Ct.
546, 354 A.2d 908 (1976).
22. See note 18 supra.
23. DuBree v. Commonwealth, 8 Pa. Commw. Ct. 567,303 A.2d 530(1973). In Dubree
both "high" and "low" officials were-defendants as well as the Commonwealth.
24. Brungard v. Hartman, 12 Pa. Commw. Ct. 200, 315 A.2d 913 (1974).
25. Heifetz v. Philadelphia State Hosp., 22 Pa. Commw. Ct. 325, 348 A,2d 455 (1975).
26. Harris v. Rundle, - Pa. Commw. Ct. -, 366 A.2d 970 (1976).
27. Walter v. Commonwealth, 23 Pa. Commw. Ct. 97, 350 A.2d 440 (1976).
28. Ayala v. Philadelphia Bd. of Public Educ., 453 Pa. 584, 305 A.2d 877 (1973).

In Wicks v. Milzoco Builders29 plaintiff sued a builder and various
township officials for negligence in allowing surface water flooding on
plaintiff's property. The chief allegation against the township officials
was their failure to enforce a relevant township ordinance. In a complete
reversal of Ayala, the court discovered that employees of political subdivisions may be either high or low depending on the same criteria
applied to state employees. Therefore, township officials in policy-making positions were held to be high officials and the supreme court, in
deciding Ayala, could not have meant to extinguish their absolute immunity. The complaint was dismissed against the "high" township
officials and remanded to the court of common pleas to dismiss the
remaining defendants by characterizing them as conditionally immune
"low" officials.
D. Jurisdiction
Until recently, the commonwealth court heard each sovereign immunity case in its entirety and then dismissed it. However, in the continuing effort to discourage and confuse, a new set of ground rules has
recently been declared. The commonwealth court claims to have jurisdiction over only high public officials and the Commonwealth. Thus,
jurisdiction over all low public officials has been transferred to the court
of common pleas. In this new shell game, in which there was previously
one suit against several persons and organizations, there are now two
suits-the Commonwealth and high public officials are in commonwealth
court and everyone else is in the court of common pleas. After the
inevitable dismissal by each court, the action against high public officials
and the Commonwealth may be appealed directly to the supreme court,
but the action against low public officials must first be appealed to the
superior court before it can be dismissed by the supreme court. The
result, as always, is dismissal, but now it-happens several times in several
different places with the same split cause of action.
This ledgerdemain is possible because the courts have created so
many categories in immunity cases. It must be obvious from examining
the cases that each case involves at least three of the categories because
the person or persons being sued must work in an organization, in a
particular capacity, and must have done something. Two cases illustrate
this point.
In Forney v. HarrisburgState Hospital,31 plaintiff alleged that while
under the defendants' care she suffered injuries to her face, hands, back,
ankle, and feet from being kicked and having been burned by scalding
water and cigarettes. Her complaint, filed in the court of common pleas,
29.
30.

Wicks v. Milzoco Builders, Inc., 25 Pa. Commw. Ct. 340, 360 A.2d 250 (1976).
18 Pa. Commw. Ct. 17, 336 A.2d 709 (1975).

alleged wrongs on the part of the Commonwealth, the hospital, and
hospital personnel who were, presumably, "highs" and "lows." The
court of common pleas did not hear the case, but transferred it to the
commonwealth court because the Commonwealth was named as a party
defendant.
The commonwealth court then held that the Commonwealth was
immune, that the hospital was immune as an instrumentality of the
Commonwealth, and that the high public officials were absolutely immune. It remanded or "transferred" what remained of the case back to
the court of common pleas because the commonwealth court lacked
jurisdiction to render judgments concerning low public officials. The
damage was already inflicted, however, because the designation of the
nurses and attendants, who allegedly had wilfully and maliciously burnt
the plaintiff with cigarettes, as low officials made dismissal on the
grounds of conditional immunity a foregone conclusion.
The plaintiff in Schroeck v. Pennsylvania State Police31 brought a
class action alleging violations of sections 1983 and 1985 of the Federal
Civil Rights Act 32 against the defendant State Police, various high and
low officers of the State Police, and local police for invasion of privacy,
false arrest, and malicious prosecution. Since it had been declared that the
commonwealth court had original jurisdiction over cases involving the
Commonwealth or its officers, this case began in that court. The court
held that the State Police are an instrumentality of the Commonwealth
and enjoy sovereign immunity. The complaint was dismissed on the
grounds of the absolute immunity of high public officials and the remainder of the case was transferred to the court of common pleas to determine
the conditional immunity of state employees not considered "high"
33
officials.
E.

Equity Suits

The courts have held that the Commonwealth is immune from suits
in equity if the suit seeks to compel affirmative action on the part of state
officials or seeks money damages or the recovery of property from the
Commonwealth. It has also been held that suits seeking to prevent
enforcement of statutes alleged to be unconstitutional and naming individual officers of the Commonwealth as defendants are not necessarily
31. 26 Pa. Commw. Ct. 41, 362 A.2d 486 (1976).
32. 42 U.S.C. §§ 1983, 1985 (1970).
33. See Fischer v. Kassab, 25 Pa. Commw. Ct. 503, 360 A.2d 809 (1976), in which
plaintiff brought a wrongful death action alleging willful, wanton, and malicious "negligence" in the performance of duties by employees of the Pennsylvania Department of
Transportation. The court held the employees to be absolutely immune, citing Montgomery
v. Philadelphia, 392 Pa. 178, 140 A.2d 100 (1958); Freach v. Commonwealth, 23 Pa.
Commw. Ct. 546, 354 A.2d 908 (1975); and, DuBree v. Commonwealth, 8 Pa. Commw. Ct.
567, 303 A.2d 530 (1973). The court then ordered depositions to determine the status of other
defendant state employees, and held that defendant township employees were not properly
before the court, but rather should be in the court of common pleas.

actions against the "Commonwealth" and are not, therefore, within the
immunity rule, even though
the Commonwealth may also be named in the
34
caption of the complaint.
In Snelling v. Department of Transportation,35 plaintiffs alleged
that plans for road changes because of the construction of a mall were
improper in that the Secretary of the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation failed to hold required administrative hearings for the project,
the plan was unsupported by rational evidence and was thus an act of bad
faith and an abuse of discretion, the plan was potentially harmful to the
environment and thus the Secretary had failed in his duty to protect
natural resources when other, less harmful, options were available, and
the plan was conceived solely to benefit a private party-the mall developer. The court, citing the dictum of PhiladelphiaLife InsuranceCo. v.
Commonwealth, 36 held that "suits which seek to compel affirmative
action on the part of state officials or which seek money damages or the
recovery of property from the Commonwealth are within the immunity
rule" 37 and dismissed the complaint.
As Part IV of this article demonstrates, the second sentence of article
IX, section 11 of the Constitution of 1790 established an equitable
immunity, and under article I, section 11 of the 1969 Constitution this
limited immunity might still be feasible. The nature of relief prayed for in
Snelling, however, could have been granted without adverting to
sovereign immunity, if the court acknowledged equity and its true role in
case of petitions in the nature of mandamus brought against members of
the executive branch of goverment.
However confusing all of this may appear, several conclusions can
be drawn from the cases. The sovereign immunity doctrine, in all of its
forms, has the following effects:
1. No state official, be he high or low, can engage the liability
of the Commonwealth no matter what he does to anyone.
2. A so-called "high" official will always be absolutely immune personally.
3. No so-called low official can ever engage Commonwealth
liability because no matter how gross his activities, they
will never be characterized as willful, wanton, malicious,
or grossly negligent, and, if they are so characterized, he
will be acting outside the scope of his authority.
4. Since nearly all low officials work for instrumentalities or
agencies of the government, they are de facto absolutely
immune because the agencies and instrumentalities are ab34.
(1963).
35.
36.
37.

See Philadelphia Life Ins. Co. v. Commonwealth, 410 Pa. 571, 190 A.2d 111
27 Pa. Commw. Ct. 276, 366 A.2d 1298 (1976).
Philadelphia Life Ins. v. Commonwealth, 410 Pa. 571, 190 A.2d 111 (1963).
27 Pa. Commw. Ct. at 287, 366 A.2d at 1304 (emphasis in original).

5.

6.

solutely immune (except in one minute category of cases
dealing with independent agencies).38
Thus, all the formulae developed in all the different
categories have a tendency to merge into each other and
they frequently depend upon who, how, and where plaintiff
sues.
All the distinctions created by the courts, together with the
new found and manufactured jurisdictional confusion, function only to protract litigation that will ultimately be dismissed and to burden already injured plaintiffs with additional
needless expense.

Since the confusion, the improper doctrine, and the injustice emanate from a total misunderstanding of article I, section 11 of the present
constitution, it is necessary to examine what article I, section 11 of the
1969 Constitution really says.
III.

The Rules of Constitutional Interpretation

Every lawyer believes that he knows how to read a constitution. Not
all of us do know how to read one however, and, among those who do
know how, some don't always do it. The methodology one uses in
reading a constitution needs to be articulated, for there are some rules to
which all courts and constitution readers subscribe. Here are the ten
general rules of constitutional interpretation followed by the author:
1. Read the whole document from beginning to end-this is
the so-called "four corners rule" 39
4
2. Read the document in its historical context; 0
4
3. Segregate executive, legislative, and judicial parameters; '
42
4. Examine the drafting context of the present constitution;
38. Specter v. Commonwealth, 462 Pa. 474, 341 A.2d 481 (1975).
39. See 16 AM. JUR. 2d ConstitutionalLaw § 66 (1964).
40. See generally the following historic sources: I W. BLACKSTONE, COMMENTARIES
ON THE LAWS OF ENGLAND (3d ed. 1889); Borchard, Government Liability in Tort, 34 YALE

L.J. 1 (1924); Borchard, State and FederalLiabilityin Tort, ProposedStatutoryReform, 20
ABA REP. 747 (1934); CROSSKEY, POLITICS AND THE CONSTITUTION IN THE HISTORY OF THE
UNITED STATES (1953); 1-3 DALLAS REPORTERS; 1 ELLIOT'S DEBATES (1787); HALSBURY'S
LAWS OF ENGLAND (1931); HENRY, EQUITY JURISDICTION AND PRACTICE IN PENNSYLVANIA
(1933); 6-9 W. HOLDSWORTH, A HISTORY OF ENGLISH LAW (1938); Lausett, Jr., Equity in
Pennsylvania 1825, 1 REPORT OF THE PA. BAR ASS'N. (1895); Sharswood, The Common Law
of Pa., I REPORT OF THE PA. BAR ASS'N. (1895); Sloan & Garr, Treason, Bribery or Other
High Crimes & Misdemeanors-A Study of Impeachment, 47 TEMP.L.Q. 413 (1974); 1
STORY, COMMENTARIES ON EQUITY JURISPRUDENCE AS ADMINISTERED IN ENGLAND AND
AMERICA (1873); 1 VALE, ELEMENTARY PRINCIPLES OF PENNSYLVANIA LAW (1901); U.S.
CONST. OF 1789.
41. In the present Constitution of 1969, the Bill of Rights is contained in article I, the
legislative power is contained in article II, the executive power is contained in article IV,
and the judiciary power is contained in article V.
42. 1 BLACKSTONE, supra note 40; 3 DALLAS REPORTERS, supra note 40; 1 ELLIOT'S
DEBATES, supra note 40; HENRY, supra note 40; STORY, supra note 40; Lausett, supra note

40.

5.

Compare this constitution to prior constitutions of this
state and their drafting contexts;43

6.

7.

Take a microcosmic look at the context of this and prior
constitutions;
that is, examine particular words and
44
phrases;
Examine historical perspectives that give particular meaning to words and phrases; a'

8.
9.
10.

Reason from steps 1-7;
Examine, in minute detail, all prior cases and evaluate to
what extent they have obeyed rules 1-8; and,
Interpret what the policy should be in view of contemporary reality.

This decalogue of constitutional research principles is supplemented
by three rather specific rules of constitutional interpretation which, although sometimes honored in the breach, have served well to preserve
traditional separation of powers in a republican form of government.
These rules require the supreme court first, to presume the constitutionality of a statute; 46 second, to avoid constitutional interpretation if statutory
construction will serve the purpose in rendering a particular decision; 47
and, third, to limit, whenever possible, the scope of its constitutional
interpretation to the narrow issue before it rather than "broader issues."a4
The reader should observe how well the court has played the game of
constitutional interpretation in light of historical considerations.
IV. The Historical Truth
A. HistoricalPerspectives
1. Legalities.-The constitutional words with which we are concerned read as follows:
All courts shall be open, and every man for an injury done him
in his lands, goods, person or reputation shall have remedy by
the due course of law, and right and justice administered without sale, denial or delay. Suits may be brought against the
Commonwealth in such manner, in such courts and in such
cases as the Legislature may by law direct.
Historical research discloses that the clause of the second sentence,
"Suits may be brought against the Commonwealth," was included for
one reason and the remainder of the sentence was added for a different
43. See Part IV, infra.
44. See HENRY, supra note 40, CROSSKEY, supra note 40, and Lausett, supra note 40.
45. See note 40 supra.
46. See generally 16 AM. JUR. 2d Constitutional Law § 137 (1964).
47. It is settled as a general principle that courts will not pass on the constitutionality of an act of the legislature if the merits of the case in hand may be fairly
determined otherwise without doing so.
Id., § 113. The court has in effect done this in at least one of the sovereign immunity cases.
See, e.g., Beltrante v. Commonwealth, 455 Pa. 647, 312 A.2d 356 (1973).
48. 16 AM. JUR. 2d, ConstitutionalLaw § 114 (1964).

reason. The first clause was a grant and the rest of the sentence was a
limitation. This clause meant that the legislature must specifically and
affirmatively declare the cases in equity in which the immunity of the
governor or his officers exists, subject to the high court's determination
that any such declared immunity is constitutionally proper. It demonstrates also that, absent such a legislative declaration, sovereign immunity or immunity of any kind simply does not exist. That is to say that the
legislature of Pennsylvania must specifically establish in which cases the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania will be amenable to suits in equity under
article I, section 11 of the Constitution of Pennsylvania. In the absence of
that declaration, there is no sovereign immunity.
The proposition stated here is novel. It is dependent upon some sixty
historical and legal propositions that have never been considered by the
supreme court in any of its jurisprudence relating to trespass claims.
Since an understanding of these propositions would result in the court's
elimination of its present doctrine of sovereign immunity, it is appropriate
to analyze the meaning of this jurisdictional statement in the context of
tracing the origin of the court's present doctrine of sovereign immunity,
while simultaneously framing the argument both in terms of the court's
jurisdiction and the court's power. Rather than stating each of the sixty
historical and legal propositions, some seemingly disparate threads of
English, Pennsylvania, and federal law that form the nucleus of this
historical argument will be joined into a chronological and logical order
to frame these propositions into the following eight legal conclusions:
First, under the modem Constitution of Pennsylvania, the Commonwealth is a non-immune sovereign for purposes of defending tort suits,
because historically it was neither a sovereign nor a totally immune
sovereign except by judicial fiat.
Second, the Pennsylvania legislature must specifically establish in
which cases the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania will be amenable to
suits in equity under article 1, section 11 of the Constitution of Pennsylvania.
Third, the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania now has the jurisdiction,
without the express legislative consent needed in 1790 for a particular
case, to entertain a tort action against the Commonwealth.
Fourth, the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania and other courts under
the unified court system of 1969 have the power in 1977, which they
lacked from 1790 to 1968, to entertain all equitable claims against the
Commonwealth without express legislative consent.
Fifth, the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania, unlike its predecessors of
1790, 1838, and 1874, is now vested with the supreme judicial power of
the Commonwealth.
Sixth, the statement repeatedly made by the court to the effect that
the sovereign immunity of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania in tort

suits (in fact, all law cases) is constitutionally mandated by article I,
section 11 of the Constitution of 1969, is historically and constitutionally
erroneous.
Seventh, the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania can require the executive branch of government to be amenable to suit in a particular case or
class of cases at law or in equity and may review any express contrary
command of the legislature under article I, section 11 of the Constitution
of 1969.
Eighth, the only immunity given in the Constitution of 1790 by
article IX, section 11 was a limited immunity in equity for the person of
the governor only.
These eight legal conclusions in turn can be condensed into the two
issues that this article addresses.
First, does the jurisdiction and power of the court system of Pennsylvania in 1977 extend to the ability of that system to render damage
judgments against the state of Pennsylvania in suits at law filed against
the executive branch of government? Second, does the power of the
legislature in 1977 extend to commanding that the executive branch of
government be amenable to suits at equity, subject to judicial review by
the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania?
The answer is yes in both cases.
2. Realities.-The doctrine of sovereign immunity allegedly was
born in Pennsylvania in 1788 with Respublica v. Sparhawk4 9 and then
nurtured in John Black v. Rempublicam.50 It seems to have grown to
adulthood in a liquor storage case5 ' that elevated the doctrine to a
supposed constitutional imperative and then reached its declining years in
Biello v. PennsylvaniaLiquor ControlBoard,52 another liquor case. Two
months after Biello, the court on the same day wisely abandoned governmental immunity in Ayala v. PhiladelphiaBoard of Public Education,"
but distinguished governmental actions from sovereignty actions in
Brown v. Commonwealth. 4 The court then ruled that the business of
changing the new status quo was for the legislature and not the courts,
because sovereign immunity was constitutionally mandated.
The alleged birth of sovereign immunity was illegitimate and its
nurturing was unnecessary because neither Sparhawk nor Black declared
49. Respublica v. Sparhawk, I Dall. 357 (Pa. 1788).
50. 1 Yeates 139 (Pa. 1792).
51. Merchants Warehouse Co. v. Gelder, 349 Pa. 1, 36 A.2d 444 (1944). Actually,
Pittsburgh was a sovereign. See O'Connor v. Pittsburgh, 18 Pa. 187 (1851). O'Connorwas
then ignored, perhaps because it cited no authority, in a bridge case, Erie City v. Schwingle,
22 Pa. 384 (1853), which in turn was ignored in Elliot v. City of Philadelphia, 75 Pa. 347
(1874), but followed in McLaughlin v. City of Corry, 77 Pa. 109 (1874). Evidently, the earlier
cases did not clearly distinguish between sovereign and governmental immunity.
52. Biello v. Pennsylvania Liquor Control Bd., 454 Pa. 179, 301 A.2d 849 (1973).
53. 453 Pa. 584, 305 A.2d 877 (1973).
54. 454 Pa. 566, 305 A.2d 868 (1973).

Pennsylvania to be a sovereign or an immune sovereign. Research discloses that any claim to sovereign immunity must be understood against
the historic jurisdiction of the supreme court; the power, or lack of
power, of the supreme court; that power's constitutional vesting; the view
of the founding fathers that Pennsylvania was neither sovereign nor
immune from its citizens; the obfuscation of the supreme court's lack of
power vis A vis the legislature from 1791 through 1911; and the new
power of this court under the latest Constitution of 1969. The ultimate
conclusion dealing with gubernatorial immunity will become apparent
once the analysis has been completed.
To demonstrate that article I, section 11 of the constitution has a
meaning so different from the one assigned to it by the court, one must
examine the historic treatment of the claim of state sovereign immunity in
the context of the legal and equitable bases of the Pennsylvania Supreme
Court's treatment of its own jurisdiction and its own power in the first
two cases allegedly dealing with sovereign immunity and then trace the
historic development of commonwealth sovereignty against Pennsylvania's peculiar law-equity distinctions as they existed by virtue of the
constitutions of 1776, 1790, 1838, 1874, and 1969. Then, these same
constitutions will be analyzed to show, through arguments of construction
and interpretation, that there are no existing legal, equitable, or power
bars against judicial elimination of sovereign immunity in Pennsylvania
today because of the disappearance of historic limitations on the supreme
55
court's power and jurisdiction.
To understand why in 1790 immunity was given to the person of the
governor only in certain kinds of cases and to understand the disappearance of the supreme court's historic limitation of power, the real meaning
of the first two cases, Sparhawk and Black, which purportedly dealt with
sovereign immunity, must be understood by the constitutional scholar.
Before Sparhawk and Black can be understood as jurisdiction of the
person decisions rather than subject matter jurisdiction cases or as limited
power cases because of the inherent limitations on the supreme court in
the 1788-1792 period, rather than sovereign immunity cases, the concept
of sovereignty and the distinct concepts of immunity and the dispersal of
immunities in the government must be explored.
55.

That there is no longer an immunity in equity is a quirk created by the omission, in

the 1969 Constitution, of anything paralleling article V, § 6 of the Constitution of 1790. The
policies that led the framers of the 1790 Constitution to create immunities in equity are still
valid and useful in 1977 and, furthermore, the supreme court, as the supreme arbiter of the
constitution, can read article IX, § 11 of the Constitution of 1790 and article I, § 11 of the

present constitution (which are the same in this respect) to maintain these equitable immunities subject to the legislator's abolition of such immunities. The legislative posture
concerning immunities would, however, be reviewable by the judiciary. This article as-

sumes the legitimate and continuing existence of equitable immunities and concerns itself
with the high court's persistent reading into article I, § 11 of a legal immunity that does not
exist. See also notes 107, 175, 181, 182 infra.

3. Sovereignty and the Attributes of Sovereignty.-It must be
noted that the concept of sovereign immunity is a relatively recent notion
applied to the nation-state because historically all sovereigns were by
definition immune. The expression "an immune sovereign" was a tautology. Before the American Revolution, sovereignty by definition entailed
immunity and immunity was coextensive with sovereignty. In 1790 that
was no longer true for the sovereign in Pennsylvania, nor is it true today.
Today, as in 1790, the sovereign is the king, the ruler, the supreme
legal personage. That person or that body politic in any civilized community controls a certain territory and the movements and behavior of the
people within the territory. The important aspect of the sovereign is that
56
the people do not control the sovereign, the sovereign controls them.
The only distinction between the sovereign powers of an absolute
monarch, a somewhat limited monarch, and a 1790 or 1977 American
sovereign is in the manner of distribution of the executive legislative, and
judicial functions. The attributes of this sovereignty remain the sameterritoriality and control over persons.
But what is the immunity today? Unlike territoriality, immunity is
not an essential attribute or essence of sovereignty. In England, immunity
was an essential attribute of the king's power until the Glorious Revolution. In 1776, that king's sovereignty was disclaimed. But when the king
was replaced, the new sovereign had to be given a declared immunity, or
he would have no immunity at all-or at best would only have precisely
the immunity that King George III had. The founding father lawyers who
drafted the Pennsylvania and the United States Constitutions knew that
Pennsylvania had a territory, had control over its citizens, and that in
some respect executive officials, legislative officers, and judicial personnel were to share in some kinds of immunities, because collectively they
acted as the sovereign which the draftsmen called the Commonwealth.
Immunity and its distribution are the only attributes of sovereignty that
are presently pertinent. Thus, the word "sovereign" and the concept of
"sovereign immunity" must be interpreted against the historical meaning
of those terms in England, in revolutionary America of 1776-1790, and in
evolutionary America of 1977. These interpretations required in 1790 and
still require now, at common law and in equity, that government functions should be inviolate against unwarranted judicial interference. They
do not require that Pennsylvania, which was not deemed by its own
founding fathers to be either a sovereign or an immune sovereign,57 can
not be sued or suffer judgment at law.
56. While it is true that in a democratic society, we like to say that the people are
sovereign, this is a figure of speech only, since the people do not deal as sovereigns with
foreign nations, among the several states, or with the Indian tribes; their representatives do.
The sovereign, then, is a collectivity.
57. See Wilson's statement in 1 ELLIOT's DEBATES 418 (1787), particularly at 436,443,
Mr. McKean's statement at 529-42, and the proposed amendments to the United States
Constitution, proposed by the opponents of that Constitution at 545.

4. The Two MajorCases of Sparhawk and Black and the Question
of Jurisdiction.-Sparhawk 58 involved the following facts: Farmer
Sparhawk, responding patriotically to the call of the Pennsylvania War
Board, brought up some grain from Philadelphia to Chestnut Hill and
there left the goods to keep them from the British, who were thought to be
ready to invade Philadelphia. After the emergency was over, he sought to
regain these goods, which had evidently been consumed or lost. He
demanded their return or specie from the War Board and, when they were
not delivered to him, he sued. He lost.
Black, 59 decided four years later, concerned a marauding band of
ship captains who despoiled some farmers in the countryside and gave
scrip as payment for the cattle, grain, and tools they appropriated. When
the maraudees, including Farmer Black, discovered the extent of their
losses, they sued. Farmer Black's case was a test case. He also lost.
A careful reading of the two decisions discloses that sovereign
immunity was not actually dealt with by the supreme court in either of the
two cases that supposedly created the doctrine. Sovereign immunity was,
it is true, glibly referred to in the Attorney General's brief in Sparhawk6'
and also hinted at with reference to the federal government in John
Black's case. 6' Neither of these cases ever held Pennsylvania to be either
a sovereign 62 or an immune sovereign.
The court in both cases is actually talking about jurisdiction, not
sovereignty. Agency law had not yet developed to the point where the
principal (the United States) could be sued by serving the agent, Pennsylvania, in the Sparhawk matter. The Pennsylvania Board of War had, as
the court stated, acted pursuant to an act of Congress that the Executive
Council of Pennsylvania had transmitted to the Board. The United States,
the real sovereign, was not amenable to suit in a Pennsylvania court.
The Sparhawk and Black courts actually pointed out and held that
the true actor in the sequestration of colonial goods, Sparhawk, and in
granting letters of marque and reprisal, Black, was the Congress of the
United (Confederated) States. Speaking for the court in both cases, Mr.
Chief Justice McKean was actually asserting that if anyone was a proper
defendant, it was the United States, not Pennsylvania. Strictly speaking,
there was no jurisdiction over the United States in either of these law
cases.

In both cases the court's denial of liability rested on firm legal
grounds. Sparhawk's problem arose during the period in which Con58. Respublica v. Sparhawk, I Dall. 357 (Pa. 1788).
59. John Black v. Rempublicam, I Yeates 140 (Pa. 1792).
60. Respublica v. Sparhawk, I Dall. 357, 360 (Pa. 1788).
61. John Black v. Rempublicam, 1 Yeates 140, 142 (Pa. 1792).
62. If, arguendo, it was conceded that Sparhawk explicitly declared Pennsylvania to
be a sovereign (which it did not), it is obvious that this 1788 declaration is a declaration of a
confederate commonwealth and not of a state of the United States under the great charter of
1789 or indeed the Pennsylvania Charter of 1790.

gress, under the Articles of Confederation, had requested the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, which was expressly made a sovereign under
those Articles63 to collect colonial food stores against a possible British
seizure. Under that authority, the Pennsylvania Board of War, which
could not have existed under the Constitution of the United States ratified
in 1789, collected the supplies belonging to Sparhawk. After the war, but
before the ratification of the United States Constitution, the legislature
and the War Board asked the Comptroller General to pass on certain
contract claims for "services performed, moneys advanced or articles
furnished to the United States or the Commonwealth." Sparhawk made
his first claim to the State's Comptroller General. His claim was rejected.
Later he sued' the Commonwealth either in assumpsit (contract) or
arguably, in an action on the case (tort).65 The court in Respublica v.
Sparhawk did not, therefore, hold that Pennsylvania was a sovereign
immune from suit. Even if dictum in Sparhawk could be stretched to
support that proposition, it is clear that such a holding applied only to
Pennsylvania as a sovereign under the Articles of Confederation, not
under the United States or Pennsylvania Constitutions of 1789 and 1790.
This conclusion is true unless one assumes, in supporting the.doctrine of
sovereign immunity, the point to be proven: it requires the reader of
Sparhawk to assume that since Pennsylvania was sovereign under the
Articles of Confederation, it had to be a sovereign in 1789 (when the
United States Constitution was ratified) or in 1792 when the Black case
came before the same court on another law claim.
Indeed, the Sparhawk court stated that it would consider only two
points: "First, whether the appellant ought to receive any compensation
or not? Second, whether this court can grant the relief which is
claimed?"' On the substantive point, the court actually held that
Sparhawk's losses were wartime losses for which compensation was
never given by a ravaged community because of a then transcendant
principle that required that such wartime losses fall where they may and
that the Comptroller General was limited to settling claims for "services
performed" (which Sparhawk did not perform), "monies advanced"
(which Sparhawk did not advance), or "articles furnished" (which
63. See Articles of Confederation, reprinted in I U.S.C. 10 (1970). Article II reads as
follows: "Each state retains its sovereignty, freedom and independence, and every power,
jurisdiction and right which is not by this confederation, expressly delegated to the United
States in Congress assembled." See also CROSSKEY, supra note 40 at 610-708, particularly at
706 on the meaning of the tenth amendment to the Constitution of the United States as
opposed to article II of the Articles of Confederation in this connection.
64. Actually, Sparhawk did not "sue" anyone. He brought an action. The meaning of
the word "suit" in article IX, § 11 of the Constitution of 1790 confirms another major point
addressed in this article. See the discussion of "suits" at notes 132-33, 176, 178-80 infra.
65. Today this claim might be characterized as a claim in implied contract (i.e., a
citizen v. Pennsylvania for goods had and received by agents of Pennsylvania) or as a claim
in tort (for loss or destruction of goods by agents of Pennsylvania).
66. Respublica v. Sparhawk, I Dall. 357, 362 (Pa. 1788).

Sparhawk did not furnish). This meant only, as the court said, that the
Comptroller General had no jurisdiction to entertain the damage action
and, thus, the court itself had no subject matter jurisdiction in the
premises on this procedural point.
Four years later, Black had his claim avoided by the same justice
who decided Sparhawk and on the same basis-lack of jurisdiction.
In the narrow sense of the court's lack of jurisdiction rather than the
Commonwealth's sovereignty, both the Sparhawk and Black courts were
correct in this 1788-1792 period. Since the court in both cases was
analyzing its own lack of power or its own lack of jurisdiction to handle
certain claims, it is of cardinal importance to examine the meaning of the
assertion that the court lacked power. When this statement is fully
understood in the light of related legal developments since 1792, it will be
apparent that total sovereign immunity has never been mandated by any
constitution of Pennsylvania since 1789.6"
5. DraftingObjectives of the FoundingFathers in 1790 in View of
Local Conditions.-Remembering
that the founding fathers had just
fought a revolution against a king, whose power, although truncated by
Cromwell and the ensuing Glorious Revolution, remained awesome, it is
appropriate to state briefly the drafting objectives of the constitutional
draftsmen of 1790. The conclusion that Pennsylvania is not a sovereign or
that even if it is a sovereign, it is not totally immune, follows from both
the implied prohibition of the first sentence of article IX, section 11 of the
Constitution of 1790 and the possible grant of power in the second
sentence of that article. This conclusion becomes evident after considering the drafting objective of the framers of the constitution.
The draftsmen addressed themselves to five other related objectives
that had nothing to do with the Commonwealth's alleged immunity from
tort suits by citizens against their government. These drafting objectives
were as follows:
(a) making sure that there would be a continuation of the novel
law-equity fusion that had characterized Pennsylvania's common law since 1737;68
(b) continuing the Pennsylvania tradition of a weak judiciary
and ensuring that no separate courts of chancery would
come into existence to beleaguer the people without express legislative consent relating to their jurisdiction and
power;69
67. The text and notes following will analyze the continuum of legal, equitable,
common law, federal constitutional, and comparative Pennsylvania state constitutional
claims to power made by the Commonwealth as opposed to judicial claims to such power
from 1776-1977.
68. See text at notes 113-16 and 133 in.fra.
69. See text at notes 99-107 infra.

(c)
(d)

(e)

assuring legislative supremacy and only partial executive
immunity ;70
coordinating the Bill of Rights' "court's provision" with
the rest of the Constitution of 1790 to protect executive
function against the extraordinary writs and procedures of
7
equity done by Pennsylvania law courts; '
disbursing immunities and prerogatives of the three
branches of government in a way that would maintain the
other objectives.

To understand this statement,
several facts concerning the history
the late development in that law
government officials from suit, and
earlier constitutions.

it is essential to explore and amplify
of the common law of Pennsylvania,
of the idea of immunity of certain
the drafting history of Pennsylvania's

An understanding of this history will establish that the sovereign
immunity of Pennsylvania was not actually declared in the 1788-1792
period because the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania had neither the jurisdiction nor the power to find the United States or the Commonwealth
liable for damages in tort for actions committed prior to that period, 72
because the Commonwealth was not thought of in 1790 as either
sovereign or immune 73 and because no supreme judicial power was given
74
in 1790 to the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania.
6. The History of the Common Law and of Equity in Pennsylvania
as It Relates to the Drafting Objectives.-Notwithstanding the early
adoption of the common law of England (insofar as it was applicable to
Pennsylvania conditions) as the rule of decision in Pennsylvania cases,75
Pennsylvania courts lacked legal and equitable jurisdiction to handle
Sparhawk and Black type claims. This lack of jurisdiction arose partially
because Pennsylvania had no court of chancery76 and partially because it
was considered improper to adopt wholesale certain aspects of the English common law (including equity) in Pennsylvania. These rules of law
or equity deemed inapplicable to Pennsylvania conditions concerned
equity practice primarily, but also certain extraordinary (but technically
70. See text at notes 124-28 infra.
71. See text at notes 133-43 infra.
72. See text at notes 75-82 infra.
73. See text at notes 51-58, 96-97, 119-23 infra.
74. See text at notes 105-11 and 115-19 infra.
75. The common law was adopted as early as 1778, and certainly by 1808. There is
explicit evidence of this in 1793 references to English equity maxims, as the following text
and notes illustrate. Needless to say, even a casual look at the early post-revolution cases in
any of the thirteen states reveals a frequent use of English law citations.
76. See HENRY, supra, note 40 at 1-5; Sharswood, The Common Law of Pennsylvania, THE REPORT OF THE FIRST ANNUAL MEETING OF THE PA. BAR ASS'N 333 (1895); THE
REGISTRAR'S BOOK OF THE PROVINCE OF PENNSYLVANIA 1720-35 (Pa. Bar Ass'n 1941) at 1-12.

legal) writs developed by King's Bench, which were in the nature of
equitable remedies.
Although section 24 of the Constitution of 1776 gave the supreme
court and common pleas courts certain circumscribed equity powers and
the later constitutions of 1790 and 1838, while maintaining these limited
equity powers (article V, section 6 of both constitutions), also empowered the legislature to vest equitable jurisdiction "in such other
77
courts as they shall judge proper for the due administration of justice,
no general equity power existed in the early Pennsylvania court systems
except that granted by the legislature or already articulated by Pennsylvania law courts. Since the adoption of the applicable and appropriate
English common law necessarily signified a constitutional assumption of
the adoption of equitable maxims, 7' but not English equity practice
wholesale, certain questions concerning the adopted parts of the English
law as they applied in a republic would arise. If, for example, there were
no chancery or equity courts in Pennsylvania, how would certain obvious
chancery-type actions concerning trusts or estates be handled? Or, how
would injunctions or other matters calling for extraordinary relief be
handled? Indeed, how would the subject of immunities get handled?
The draftsmen had to design executive, legislative, and judicial
functions in the new republic and still protect Pennsylvania traditions.
English legislators and, thus, Pennsylvania legislators were immune from
accounting for their official acts,7 9 and so were English and American
judges. 80 But the English king, though not amenable to process in his
82
8l
own law courts, was amenable to equity and to a petition of right. All
Pennsylvania lawyers knew this because it was the law of the land unless
expressly negatived by constitution or legislative act. Thus, if the Crown
was amenable to equity, but not law, so was Pennsylvania unless procedurally they were made amenable and substantively they were made
liable. Unless this nonamenability at law or equity was spelled out, a
court would be free to develop its own common law in the premises. This
was not desired.
ty. -

7. More on Sparhawk and Black Relating to Equity and ImmuniGiven this background, Mr. Chief Justice McKean, who decided

77. The word "vest" and the word "due" are most important for purposes of the
following argument. The due course of the law in Pennsylvania really means the due course
of law and equity as it develops. Vesting of judicial power is ultimately the product of the
period covering 1790 to the present and, therefore, the present court can obliterate the
doctrine that was never intended to exist in its present form. The present court is vested
with the supreme judicial power, which it did not have in 1790.
78. Wikoff v. Coxe, I Yeates 353, 358 (Pa. 1794). See note 75 and accompanying text
supra.

79.
80.
81.
82.

See PA. CONST. of 1790 art. 1,§ 17.
Floyd v. Barker, 77 Eng. Rep. 1305 (Star Chamber 1608).
Powlett v. The Attorney General, 145 Eng. Rep. 550 (1667).
See I W. BLACKSTONE §§ 243-48 (3d ed. 1889).

both Sparhawk and Black then, was really saying the following in either
or both Sparhawk and Black when he chose to ignore the question of
sovereignty and the different question of that sovereign's immunity:
(a) Because we have no jurisdiction over the actor (Congress)
we have no jurisdiction in this case; (Sparhawk and
Black); or,
(b) We have no legal subject matter jurisdiction because of a
transcendent principle that war losses are not compensable
and, furthermore, there is no form of action for such claims
and no doctrine of equity in Pennsylvania's mixed lawequity practice that would grant relief (Sparhawk and
Black);83 or,
(c) We have no equitable jurisdiction or power to grant relief
by a long-standing Pennsylvania tradition because in our
mixed law-equity practice, equity follows the law
(Sparhawk or Black); or,
(d) We have no equitable or legal jurisdiction over the
sovereign, the United States of America (Black).
Mr. Chief Justice McKean's denial of recovery in Sparhawk (decided before the constitutions of 1789 and 1790 and while Pennsylvania
was a sovereign under the Articles of Confederation) was based on a
transcendent principle. In the Black case of 1792, the court simply
decided, "We have no jurisdiction. Look to congress, the responsible
actor."

The Supreme Court of Pennsylvania has assumed, at least from the
time of the decision in Merchant's Warehouse Co. v. Gelder,85 that all
Mr. Chief Justice McKean was saying in both Sparhawk and Black was,
"We have no legal jurisdiction over Pennsylvania because it is a
sovereign immune from lawsuits." This conclusion is convenient, although erroneous. This convenient assumption fails to account for traditional English common law and Pennsylvania equity law distinctions that
were vital to the English trained professor (lecturer) of law who wrote
both Sparhawk and Black, and who, in the interim, also drafted the
Constitution of 1790. That man was Thomas McKean.
It is appropriate to note that Chief Justice McKean was also distinguishing, in very cogent language, between English common law immunities and what were to become in Sparhawk and what had become in
Black Pennsylvania equitable immunities. Thus, in addition to the four
statements already made, he was also saying that
83. Mr. Chief Justice McKean's reliance on substantive and procedural issues permits
him to avoid discussing sovereignty or the immunities that stem from sovereignty.
84. See text at notes 58-75 supra. If the court is saying that it has no jurisdiction
because the comptroller general had no jurisdiction, that is meaningless because today the
court's jurisdiction is determined by the constitution. Further, it is the court itself that
interprets this constitution.
85. Merchant's Warehouse Co. v. Gelder, 349 Pa. 1, 36 A.2d 444 (1944).

(e)

We have no legal jurisdiction in these cases because the
claim to the attorney general is, in effect, a petition of right
(an equitable remedy), which must, in Pennsylvania, be
addressed to the sovereign legislature directly (Sparhawk
and Black); and,
(f) We have no legal jurisdiction in this case (Black) because
under the Constitution of 1790, equity powers (merged in
law in Pennsylvania since 1737) do not include that portion
of English equity powers that made the king amenable to
suit.
Even if the holding in Sparhawk is stretched beyond recognition, by
claiming, as the high court has consistently done, that McKean denied
jurisdiction because Pennsylvania was an immune sovereign, Sparhawk
still holds that there is no recovery for war losses, and thus all legal
jurisdiction points, including this one assumed by the modern supreme
court, now become mere obiter dicta. This ignores the significance of Mr.
Chief Justice McKean's transcendent principle, however, and its relation
to his clean distinction between law and equity as he knew it. It was not
sovereignty that precluded the action, but equitable jurisdiction. Chief
Justice McKean knew that the court was required to deny jurisdiction
because the "sovereign Legislature" in 1788 did not permit the Comptroller General to pass on Sparhawk's claim as a petition of right (an
equitable remedy) because such petitions could be addressed only to the
legislature. The modern supreme court's mistaken assumption about what
Sparhawk really held must totally ignore both the transcendent principle
holding of Sparhawk (for which there was no equitable remedy in its
courts) and the lack of jurisdiction over the real actor, the real sovereign,
Congress.
But Sparhawk, as viewed by a contemporary, determined that courts
do not review legislatures, 86 they apply legislative statutes. This does not
imply that the Commonwealth- of Pennsylvania was a sovereign in the
international law sense of the word in 1789 or 1790 or 1792.87
As a matter of fact, in the same volume of case reports as Sparhawk
there are a host of treason and attainder8 8 cases, clearly to be preempted
86. Under the 1776 Constitution, judges could be discharged from office for misbehavior, such as reviewing a legislative act, and, under this Constitution of 1776, equity could
not be expanded. Thus there was no way of granting relief. See article V, section 2 of the
Constitution of 1790.
87. The attributes of sovereignty are territoriality, control over people, and the power
to create norms such as immunity. See text at notes 56-57 supra.
88. The first four reported cases in 1 Dallas Reporter after the Revolutionary War are
treason cases. See Respublica v. Molder, I Dall. 33 (Pa. 1778); Respublica v. Malin, I Dall.
33 (Pa. 1778); Respublica v. Carlisle, I Dal. 35 (Pa. 1778); Respublica v. Roberts, I Dali. 39
(Pa. 1778). In Carlisle, the court defines treason partially in terms of making war against
Pennsylvania or the United States of America. Id. at 35. Many of these cases also involved
attainders. Cf. Respublica v. Chapman, 1 DalI. 52 (Pa. 1781).

or outlawed a year later by the United States Constitution. So in
Sparhawk's time, Mr. Chief Justice McKean could have dismissed
Sparhawk on immunity grounds if he believed that immunity had been
included as one of the attributes of sovereignty in Pennsylvania. He did
not. Why? Four years later, Black could have lost on immunity grounds,
but he also lost on a jurisdictional ground. Why? Certainly, if Mr. Justice
McKean had meant to say Pennsylvania was an immune sovereign in
either case, he would have. He did not. Why? There was art in his mixed
substantive and jurisdictional approach.
Mr. Chief Justice McKean, who had read the Great Charter of 1787,
which was to become the United States Constitution in 1789, and who
had argued for its adoption in 1788 before the Pennsylvania legislature,
did not believe the Commonwealth or State of Pennsylvania would be a
sovereign and he and James Wilson stated this at the ratifying convention. 89 In fact, the first Chief Justice of the Supreme Court knew that
although Pennsylvania was a sovereign in 1788, it was not a sovereign in
1789 or under its own 1790 constitution, which he had helped to draft.
Perhaps it could be argued that he didn't know if, though Pennsylvania was a sovereign in 1788 for Sparhawk, it was going to be either a
totally immune sovereign, or a sovereign at law only after 1790. Perhaps,
it could be argued that he did not know if the sovereign, so-called, would
be immune from all the people or if just the executive was to be immune
from equity and from extraordinary legal writs which, in their nature,
were equitable. But what did he say? After holding on a substantive point
(the transcendent principle of permitting war losses to fall where they
would), he made a jurisdictional ruling-a power ruling. He did this in
two cases. These historical perspectives are confirmed by another case
decided in the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania in 1784. In Talbot qui
Tam & Co. v. The Commanders and Owners of Three Brigs,9 the
supreme court assumed for itself another prerogative which, in 1789,
would be preempted by the Constitution of the United States, for the
United States. In Talbot, McKean's court decided that it had jurisdiction
in a prize matter and declared, "This state has all the powers of an
independent sovereignty by the Declaration of Independence on the
fourth of July 1776 except what was resigned by the subsequent confederation dated the ninth of July 1778 . . .,91
Although Pennsylvania was a sovereign for some purposes under the
Articles of Confederation,' it was a sovereign that had adopted parts of
the common law of England. 93 This law included the law of sovereignty.
89. See note 57 supra.
90. 1 Dall. 95 (Pa. 1784).
91. Id.at 97.
92. There were no federal prize courts in 1789 because there were no federal courts,
so Pennsylvania courts acted like a little-nations court system until the federal courts were
in place.
93. See generally, HENRY, supra note 40, and Wickoff, supra note 78.

Limitations on either that sovereignty or that sovereign's amenability to
suits in law or equity would have to be found somewhere in the law.
Since sovereignty and immunity are two different concepts, it was
not clear in 1789 that Pennsylvania was either sovereign94 or immune.
What was clear was that the 1792 court, which was ready to decide
Black, knew that the Sparhawk case had held on a substantivepoint of
law and that it said it had lacked jurisdiction.
By 1792 at least, Mr. Chief Justice McKean, who had played such a
crucial role in Pennsylvania history until that time could have based his
decision either on sovereignty or immunity grounds or both in the Black
case. But he did not. Why? Because the Commonwealth was not thought
by him to be either sovereign or immune. It should be noted that neither
the Constitution of the United States nor the Pennsylvania Constitution of
1790 contains the word sovereign; 95 thus, if anything, sovereignty and
immunity are and were, at best, common law doctrines.
Assuming that a state sovereign immunity could exist in 1792, if the
Pennsylvania law were to limit either that sovereignty or the court's
ability to deal with the sovereign, the law would express limitation or
inability in constitution, statute, or common law. The same would be true
if the concept was to be expanded from the common law of England.
8. Sovereignty and Immunity in the Early PennsylvaniaConstitutions-More on Drafting.-Pennsylvania courts were clearly not talking
about sovereign immunity in their common law and there was no immunity by statute. Therefore, the Constitution of 1790 must supply the contemporary understanding of both sovereignty and immunity. One must
also remember that there have been, since 1790, only two punctuation
changes and the deletion of the word "the" before the words "due
course" from the old article IX, section 11 of the Constitution of 1790 to
the present (1969) Constitution's article I, section 11.
If the Constitution of 1790 was to limit the English kings' equitable
amenability' for his supposed substitute, the State of Pennsylvania, the
amenability would have to take the form of limiting either the legal or the
equitable jurisdiction of courts in suits against this so-called sovereign,
unless, of course, the sovereignty and the immunity, which is a different
concept, existed all along. However, the one man who could have said
94. The supremacy clause of the Charter submitted for ratification in 1787-1789 made
the federal government the supreme sovereign of the land.
95. Since neither the Constitution of the United States nor the Pennsylvania Constitution of 1790 contains the word sovereign, sovereignty and immunity are, at best, common
law doctrines. Nevertheless, the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania repeatedly asserts that
sovereign immunity is a constitutional mandate. E.g., Specter v. Commonwealth, 462 Pa.
474, 341 A.2d 481 (1975); Biello v. Pennsylvania Liquor Control Bd., 454 Pa. 179, 301 A.2d
849 (1973); Brown v. Commonwealth, 453 Pa. 566, 305 A.2d 868 (1973). Specter qualifies
this by the assertion that the legislature can modify sovereignty to the point of complete
exclusion of the mandate.
96. See note 81 supra.

that sovereignty or immunity or both existed in 1792 did not say it. Since
Pennsylvania equity was done in law courts, the Commonwealth could be
declared immune at law, immune at equity, or both in the Constitution of
1790 by limiting either the law court's trial or appellate jurisdiction or
both. If the sovereign was immune at law, why did the Constitution of
1790 limit only the equitable jurisdiction of the courts in article V, section
6? Either it was assumed that the sovereign executive or the Commonwealth was immune at law or it was not assumed. If sovereignty and
immunity were assumed, then nothing had to be said unless part of the
constitution was to limit part or all of the sovereignty or the immunity. If
sovereignty and immunity were not assumed, nothing had to be said
about either concept unless there was a need to grant a given kingly power
or immunity expressly.
Why put in constitutional provisions allowing the legislature to
expand either the court system or the equitable jurisdiction of courts? The
purpose of guaranteeing to the people a right of access to courts in article
IX, section 11, after giving the legislature both total control over the
courts and total power to delegate authority to a court in article V, section
6 of this constitution, was to permit the legislature to limit the king's
sovereign immunity in the first sentence of article IX, section 11 by
giving every man the right to sue him, and in the second sentence to grant
him a limited immunity at equity that did not exist at common law. For
the lawyer draftsmen of the Constitution of 1790, the most efficient way
of accomplishing both limitation and grant was to put the grant first and
the limitation second and to place both in the general granting provision
of the document after, not before, the grant of judicial power in article V.
In effect, the people were given a right to go to court. But the
executive, who was given some importance he did not enjoy under the
1776 Constitution, 97 now had to be protected against equitable intervention of courts at the behest of the people. A specific limitation had to be
drafted. This limitation on people was placed in the Bill of Rights rather
than in the judiciary article since limitations on judicial power were
already in the judiciary article in general terms and this specific limitation
on people would make no drafting sense there. Further, inclusion of the
limitation in the Bill of Rights section of the constitution guarantees the
general grant, subject to a small exception, more effectively. Thus, the
new chief executive of Pennsylvania was given a protection that his
predecessor, the king, did not enjoy at common law-equitable immunity.
Arguably this drafting could imply that the second sentence of article
IX, section 11 ofthe Constitution of 1790 grants to the Commonwealth of
97. Under the 1776 Constitution and the Articles of Confederation, the executive
office of Pennsylvania was made an almost powerless entity as a backlash against kingly
powers. Compare section 3, Constitution of 1776 with article 4, § 1 of the present constitution.

Pennsylvania immunity from suits by every man, or assumes sovereign
immunity. The draftsmen did not, however, say this. Instead, they
limited equity or chancery powers to negate the idea that chancellors or
the equity power of Pennsylvania law courts could interfere with executive function. The same constitution, it will be recalled, appointed a
"supreme" executive power that could be interfered with equitably only
as prescribed through implementation under article V.
Since the United States Constitution left Pennsylvania, at best, a
partial sovereign, and perhaps no sovereign at all, and since Mr. Chief
Justice McKean was unwilling to declare it a sovereign when the opportunity was presented in Sparhawk, the inference is that it was no sovereign
at all, or at least not an immune sovereign in law or in equity or both. If
the Commonwealth was immune, only one of three conclusions can be
drawn from the whole Constitution of 1790. The sovereign, assuming it
existed, was immune in law only, or in equity only, which fits both Mr.
Chief Justice McKean's reluctance to state that Pennsylvania was an
immune sovereign and Pennsylvania's long-standing pronounced hostility to conferring extensive chancery powers upon courts, 98 or this
sovereign was totally immune. But the Constitution of 1790 does not say
the Commonwealth is immune from lawsuits or even that it is a
sovereign. It merely limits the equitable jurisdiction of the court in article
V, section 6, and gives the legislature power to extend this jurisdiction for
some "equitable" purpose and then later gives artick. IX rights. Total
immunity of this so-called and invented sovereign made no sense in view
of the whole, inherited common law and the whole Constitution of 1790.
The key to the interpretation of this sovereign immunity issue is the lawequity problem. What made sense was what the foundingfathers actually
gave to the Commonwealth--a partialimmunity in equity only.
Why treat sovereignty and immunity against the Commonwealth's
own citizens in this way? There was more involved than just drafting
technique. The "more" dealt with both executive power and judicial lack
of power. The "more" dealt with the other key to the law-equity
problem.
It is quite clear that the Constitution of 1790, while increasing the
executive's power, continued the then longstanding Pennsylvania practice of making the judicial power somewhat infirm. 99 It did this by
limiting the court's jurisdiction and then adding to that jurisdiction in the
three very specific instances mentioned in article V, section 6. The
Constitution of 1790 did not, without an obvious refusal to read its related
parts, imply a sovereign who is immune from all his people, but only an
98. STORY, supra, note 40 §§ 21-30, 56-58. See also HENRY, supra, note 40; 1 VALE,
supra, note 40, at 422-24. See text at notes 112-34 infra.
99. Compare section the twenty-third of the Constitution of 1776 with article V, § 2 of
the Constitution of 1790 reproduced on Chart II.

executive who is made temporarily immune from certain court actions
initiated by a citizen through a traditionally distrusted judiciary whose
pretensions to equitable power were feared.
On the other hand, without misplacing legislative supremacy, the
legislature was given the power by both article V, section 6 and article
IX, section 11 of the Constitution of 1790 to increase the judicial power at
the expense of the newly conferred executive power in such manner
(details of an action), in such courts (article V courts), and in such cases
(equity cases) as it saw fit.
The implied commands of article IX, section 11 of the old constitution and the express commands of that section in view of both the drafting
objectives of the framers and the history of the common law and of equity
in Pennsylvania must first be examined. Then the five constitutions of
Pennsylvania should be placed side by side to make more detailed textual
proofs of these implied and express constitutional commands.
9. The Implied Commands of Article IX, Section 11 of the Constitution of 1790.-Article IX, section 11 of the old constitution of 1790
reads as follows:
All courts shall be open, and every man for an injury done him
in his lands, goods, person or reputation shall have remedy by
the due course of law, and right and justice administered without sale, denial or delay. Suits may be brought against the
Commonwealth in such manner; in such courts and in such
cases as the legislature may by law direct.
As indicated, article IX, section 11 of the Constitution of 1790'00 is
drafted in an unusual way. As both majority and minority opinions of this
present court have observed, section 11 comes in the middle of the socalled Bill of Rights article, which seems to offer the people guarantees of
protection against the state. The high court has interpreted the first
sentence of the section to be a grant to the people of a right, followed by
a partial elimination of the right respecting the Commonwealth contained
in the second sentence. This construction not only violates the drafting
canon that the document is presumed to make sense, but also assumes that
sovereignty existed in 1790, that sovereignty implies immunity, 0 1 and
that immunity implied total immunity in 1790. Acting under these assumptions, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court has interpreted article I,
section 11 to state that the legislature could, but is not required to, declare
the circumstances in which it would permit suits against the Commonwealth, and, therefore, absent a legislative directive to the contrary, this
sovereignty and this total immunity still exist today. 102 This is demonstrably false.
100. Now, with three minor changes and a change in location, called article I, § 11 of
the present constitution.
101. Sovereignty did not imply immunity. See discussion in text at notes 55-57 supra.
102. Brown v. Commonwealth, 454 Pa. 566, 305 A.2d 868 (1973).

This implied declaration of the Commonwealth's sovereignty is not
mentioned in any constitution but is, at best, constructed by assuming that
the sovereignty of the Articles of Confederation still exists. But this
immunity of the state from all the people, not just of the executive from
the courts that had equity powers that were seriously restricted in 1790, is
curious both in relation to the general prerogatives assigned to the three
branches of government in the Constitution of 1790 and to the particular
words of art used in article IX, section 11. It is apparent, even obvious,
that the grant to the people in the first sentence of the article is a limitation
on the Commonwealth and the grant to the executive in the second part is
both a limitation on the judges and on the people, subject to an expression
of a contrary legislative will in equity cases under article V, section 6 of
the Constitution of 1790. It is also clear that if the historical conditions
underlying both grant and limitation no longer apply, the conclusion
drawn from both 10 3 is no longer valid. The elimination of article V,
section 6 of the Constitution of 1790 from the 1969 Constitution actually
removed the limitation against people in the grant. t°4
A close reading of the two sentences of article IX, section 11 of the
Constitution of 1790 in the context of the whole constitution requires the
conclusion that the article does not say that Pennsylvania will always be
an immune sovereign or that the legislature must declare in which cases it
will tolerate amenability to law actions against the sovereign. Rather, the
sentences say that the sovereign, so-called, is not immune at law and the
legislature may declare in which cases or class of cases the sovereign will
not be immune in equity, subject to review by the supreme court. Section
11 has never meant that the executive was immutably protected against a
judicial declaration of nonimmunity or indeed nonsovereignty. This conclusion follows because both the relative prerogatives of power and the
selection of the peculiar words of art10 5 used in article IX, section 11 are a
product of the law-equity problem in Pennsylvania jurisprudence' 0 6 and
the felt need for a supreme legislature that would control a potentially
powerful executive by delegating selective amounts of its control to an
inferior judiciary. Since that judiciary is no longer inferior, that condition
no longer obtains.10 7
Further, the implication of nonimmunity from tort suits of the
executive or administrative branches of government in 1977 exists today
because, under the judicial article of the present Pennsylvania Constitu103. The conclusion would be that there is sovereign immunity in "equity-like" suits.
104. See note 55 supra and notes 175 and 182 infra.
105. See text at notes 112-43 and 135-90 infra.
106. See text at notes 76-94 supra.
107. These constitutional sentences really mean that the court cannot defer to the
legislature, except in equity cases, because the supreme court is the high court of law and
equity under the Constitution of 1969. This ignores the problem created by the omission of
article V, § 6 from the Constitution of 1969, which really creates the argument that there are
no immunities under the current constitution. In the epilogue of this article this point is
discussed in view of present circumstances. See also notes 175, 181, and 182 infra..

tion, the court, in the best tradition of the common law, must interpret the
sovereign's need, the sovereign's will, the sovereign's duty, and justice.
The law-equity provisions of 1790 have disappeared in modern constitutions and the Pennsylvania Supreme Court of 1977 is "more supreme"
than its 1790 counterpart. This means that the commonwealth court,
which did not exist in 1790, has more power in the so-called sovereign
immunity cases than it has been willing to assert. It could have and should
have crushed the State's pretensions to immunity in the putative immunity cases because, in 1790 terms, the commonwealth court is an article V,
section 6 court, as is the supreme court today.
As previously discussed, Pennsylvania's sovereign immunity doctrine has evolved without even the benefit of a convincing Sparhawk or
Black dictum and without even a citation in the 1851 case of O'Connor v.
Pittsburgh.' 08 By the time this 1851 matter came up, lots of sovereign
immunity water had gone under the bridge and many of the old terms,
words, and phrases had lost their referrents in the intervening sixty years.
By 1851 the meaning of the Constitution of 1790 relative to the lawequity problem had also become obscured and the significance of other
relevant provisions of the Pennsylvania constitutions of 1790 and 1838
were also ignored. Because a true understanding of the history of
sovereign immunity must be based in the evolution of Pennsylvania
constitutions, this article will examine excerpts from these documents to
shed more light on the interconnection of article IX, section 11 and article
V, section 6 of the 1790 and 1838 constitutions.
An initial comparison of the five Pennsylvania constitutions and the
Articles of Confederation reveals significant structural changes respecting
the vesting of power in coordinate branches of the government that
parallel relative degrees of supremeness given to legislative, executive,
and judicial functions. 109 Two major structural points concerning the
Pennsylvania constitutions in the context of any contemporary claim to
sovereign immunity are clear. First, the vesting of power provisions of
each of the five Pennsylvania constitutions (of 1776, 1790, 1838, 1874,
and 1969) have not remained perfectly coistant but have steadily progressed toward the removal of the common-law bar against recovery from
the sovereign executive in law and equity. 110 Second, the use of the word
"supreme" in these constitutions has made the high court, through a
merger of law and equity, the supreme arbiter of both, subject only to a
legislative command with respect to equity.
108. 18 Pa. 187 (1851).
109. The five constitutions of Pennsylvania should be compared in the context of the
common law history of Pennsylvania, the constant law-equity problem in early Pennsylvaia jurisprudence, and the remarkably rich Pennsylvania equity law, which was really equity
at law in view of the limitation thought to be fixed on the court during its first two hundred
years.
110. Assuming he, the sovereign, and his immunity in equity ever existed.

The ultimate implications of these structural points are significant in

view of the development of constitutional law in Pennsylvania. The first
implication is that when the court interprets the constitution as it was
written and acknowledges the liability of the executive at law, then it will
rule that to establish any immunity at law the legislature must affirmatively communicate that the court's denial of sovereign immunity to the

executive in law"' is, in its opinion, bad policy. The second implication
is that, under the present constitution, such a legislative command respecting the court's future doctrine of executive liability at law is subject

to constitutional examination, by the court. A further implication is that,
even if there was sovereignty in 1790 and if there was immunity at law

and in equity in 1790, which even at that time there was not, the
equitable obstacles were lifted by the Constitution of 1838 or at the latest
by the Constitution of 1874 and the supposed "legal" obstacles were
removed when the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania became vested with

the supreme judicial power in 1969.
10.

The Express Commands of Article IX, Section 11 of the

Constitution of 1790.
(a) Chancery courts in the Pennsylvania tradition.-Pennsylvania's
last chancery court was abolished in 1737 and all but the record of some
pleadings were destroyed by patriots in the colonial period."12 In 1776
Pennsylvania adopted a constitution that provided for a strong legislature
which in fact heard petitions of right formerly addressed to the King 1of
14
England." 3 The same constitution established a very weak executive
and continued the old Pennsylvania tradition of a feeble judiciary." 5

Equity, equity power, chancellors, and chancery courts conjured up for
Pennsylvanians a host of negative implications in 1790. Therefore, law
11l. There has been a certain amount of policy-making by the high court in this area
already, albeit skillfully rationalized as non-immunity, respecting real property matters,
"low officials," or so-called non-discretionary acts, with which the legislature has not
interfered. See, e.g., the Fish Hatcheries case, Insett v. Meehan, 232 Pa. 504, 81 A. 544
(1911). This case has seldom been cited by the Commonwealth as standing for any proposition of law. See also note 193 and accompanying text infra.
112. All that remains today on the subject pre-revolutionary equity is the record of
some pleadings and decisions from that period contained in THE REGISTRAR'S BOOK OF
GOVERNOR KEITH'S COURT OF CHANCERY OF THE PROVINCE OF PENNSYLVANIA 1720-1735,
supra, note 76 and repeated in RAWLE, EQUITY INPENNSYLVANIA, (1868). The Philadelphia

Journal for December 4, 1777 recorded that the courthouse and the infamous records of the
Chancery were destroyed in a fire set by the patriots.
113. It should be remembered that an affirmative legislative response to a petition of
right is special legislation. Special legislation is outlawed in American constitutions because
it corrupts separation of powers by allowing the legislature to sit as a court. The unicameral
legislature of 1776 regularly sat in special cases. See Section the Second of the Constitution
of 1776 reproduced on Chart I.
114. See Section the Third of the Constitution of 1776, especially the words "and
council" reproduced on Chart I,
115. Note that there is no vesting of judicial power in Section the Fourth as there was
for legislative power and executive power in the two preceding sections. See PA. CONST. OF
1790, art. IV, § 6, reproduced on Chart I. See also text at notes 75-82 supra.

LEGISLATIVE VESTING

EXECUTIVE VESTING

1778
Section the Second. The supreme legislative power
shall be vested in a house of representatives of the
freemen of thj Commonwealth, or state of
Pennsylvania.

1776
Section the Third. The supreme executive pov
shall be vested in a president and council.

1790 ARTICLE II
1790 ARTICLE I
Sec. 1. The legislative power of this commonwealth
shall be vested in a general assembly, which shall
consist of a senate and house of representatives)

Sec. 1. The supreme executive power of this
commonwealth shall be vested in a governorp

1838 ARTICLE II

1838 ARTICLE I
Sec. g. The legislative power of this commonwealth
shall be vested in a general assembly, which shall
consist of a senate and house of representatives.

41).

(2).

The legislature in 1776 was unicameral
and the executive (see Section third)
was a president and a council without
a veto power. The 1790 constitution
was to restore some power -not the
King's power.
This legislature can still be a chancery
and pass private laws, and (see Article
V) delegate power to a weak judiciary
or, it keeps some of the King's power
as on a petition of right.

Sec. 1. The supreme executive power of this
commonwealth shall be vested in a governor.

(I).

Supremacy here implies some
equality with the legislature. The
Governor can still be impeached.

JUDICIAL VESTING
Section the Fourth. Courts of justice shall be established in the city of Philadelphia andin every county of this stateo
Section the Twenty-sixth. Courts of sessions, common pleas, and orphans courts shall be
held quarterly in each city and county; and the legislature shall have power to establish all
such other courts as they may judge for the good of the inhabitants of the state. All courts
shall be open, and justice shall be impartially administered without corruption or
unnecessary delay: All their officers shall be paid an adequate but moderate compensation
for their services: And if any officer shall take greater or other fees than the law allows
him, either directly or indirectly, it shall ever after disqualify him from holding any
office in the state.
1790 ARTICLE V
Sec. 1. The judicial power of this commonwealth shall be vested in a supreme
court, in courts of oyer and terminer and general jail delivery, in a court of
common pleas, orphans' court, register's court, and a court of quarter
sessions of the peace for each county, in justices of the peace, and in such
other courts as the legislature may, from time to time, establish5D

1838 ARTICLE V
Sec. 1. The judicial power of this commonwealth shatl be vested in a supreme
court, in courts of oyer and terniner and general jail delivery, in a court of
common pleas, orphans' court, registers' court, and a court of quarter sessions
of the peace for each county, in justices of the peace, and in such other courts
as the legislature may from time to time establish.

(1).
(2).

No Judicial power is vested. See
Bill ofRights of 1776.
Judicial power is vested but subject
to Article V's strong chancery or
equity Limitations.

JUDICIAL LIMITATIONS and EXPANSION
1776
this commonwealth, shall,
Section the Twenty-fourth. The supreme court, and the several courts or common pleas of
so far as relates to the
besides the powers usually exercised by such courts, have the powers of a court of chancery,
the persons and estates
perpetuating testimony, obtaining evidence from places not within this state, and the care of
such other powers as may be found necessary by future general assaemblis,
of those who are non compos mentis, and
)
constitution.0
this
with
not inconsistent
1790 ARTICLE V
judges thereof shall, by virtue
Sec. 3. The jurisdiction of the supreme court shall extend over the State, and the
several counties.
of their offices, be justices of oyer and terminer and general jail delivery in the
the power heretofore usually exercised
Sec. B. The supreme court and the several courts of common pleas shall, beside
of testimony, the obtaining of
perpetuating
the
to
relates
as
far
so
chancery,
by them, have the power of a court of
who arenon compos mentis.
evidence from places not within the State, and the care of the persons and estates of those
as shall be found necessary;
And the legislature shall vest in the said courts such other powers to grant relief in equity
as they shall judge
and may, from time to time, enlarge or diminish those powers, or vest them in such other courts,
justice.
of
administration
due
the
for
proper
1838 ARTICLE 1
in any case where, by law,
Sec, 14. The legislature shall not have power to enact laws annulling the contract of marriafe
a divorce l
the courts of this commonwealth are, or hereafter may be. empowered to decree
ARTICLE V
shall, by virtue of
Sec. 4. The jurisdiction of the supreme court shall extend over the State and the judges thereof
their offices, be justices of oyer and terminer and general jail delivery, in the several counties.
heretofore usually
Sec. 6. The supreme court, and the several courts of common pleas, shall, beside the powers
the
exercised by them, have the powers of a court of chancery, so far as relates to the perpetuating of testimony,
those who are non
obtaining of evidence from places not within the State. and the rare of the persons and estates of
compos mantis. And the legislature shall vest in the said courts such other powers to grant relief in equity as shall
other courts
be found necessary: and may, from time to time. enlarge or diminish those powers, or vest them in such
justice.
of
administration
due
the
for
proper,
judge
shall
as they

(2).

The court has very limited equity powers
see Hill of Rights.
Equity powers of the courts specified
again and broadened somewhat if this
legislature permits,

(3).

Legislative limitation, increases
Judicial powers ( See also section 26.)

(1).

p

H

LEGISLATIVE VESTING
1874 ARTICLE I

EXECUTIVE VESTING

Sec. I. Legislative Power. The legislative power of
this Commonwealthashall be vested in a General
Assembly, which shall consist of a Senate and a
House of Representatives.

Sec. 1. Executive Department. The Executive Department of this Commonwealth
shall consist of a Governor, Lieutenant Governor, Secretary of the Commonwealth, Attorney General, Auditor-General. State Treasurer, Secretary of
Internal Affairs and a Superintendent of Public Instructionp

1874 ARTICLE IV

Sec. 2. Governor. Election. Returns. Contested Election . The supreme executive
be vested in the Governor, who shall take care that the laws be faithfully
power shall
2
executed$

1874 as amended 1969

ARTICLE II
1874 as amended 19889
Section 1. Legislative power The legislative power of
this Commonwealth shall be vested in a General
Assembly, which shall consist of a Senate and a
Homse of Represent atives.

ARTICLE IV,
Section 1. Executive Department
The Executive Department of this Commonwealth shall consist of a
Governor, Lieutenant Governor, Attorney General. Auditor General,
State Treasurer. and Superintendent of Public Instruction and such
other officers as the General Assembly may from time to time prescribe.
'Sec. 2. Duties of Governor; election procedure; tie or contest
The supreme executive power shall be vested in the Governor, who
shall take care that the laws be faithfully executed;

(1).

(2).

The executive is no longer supreme, buta department (consisting of several
officers) is named. The supreme part of that department is now the governor.
(See judicial power of this and the next constitution.)
The laws that he is to execute include now "the law" as determined by the
Court. See article V of the next constitution.

JUDICIAL VESTING
1874 ARTICLE V
Sec. 1. Judicial Power. The judicial power of this Commonwealth shall
be vested in a Stpreme Court, in courts of common pleas, courts of oyer
and terminer and general jail delivery, courts of quarter sessions of the
peace, orphans' courts, magistrates' courts, and in such other courts
as the General Assembly may from time to time establish.

1874 as amended 1969 ARTICLE V
Section 1. Unified judicial system
The judicial power of the Commonwealth shall be vested in a unified judicial system
consisting of the Supreme Court, the Superior Court. the Commonwealth Court, courts
of common pleas, community courts, municipal and traffic courts in the City of Philadelphia,
such other courts as may be provided by law and justices of the peace. All courts and
justices of the peace and their jurisdiction shall be in this unified judicial system.
Sec. 2. Supreme Court
The Supreme C(burt (a) shall be the highest court of the Commonweklth and in this court
shall be reposed the supreme judicial power of the CommonweathJ
(b). shall consist of seven justices, one of whom shall be the Chief Justice; and
(c). shall have such jurisdiction as shall be provided by laws

(3).
(4).

The Supreme Court of Pennsylvania now
has vested in itself the '"supreme judicial power"
The Supreme court has jurisdiction
in all cases in law and equity now
unless limited by the legislature
affirmatively (See Judicial limitations)

JUDICIAL LIMITATIONS and EXPANSION
1874 ARTICLE III
Sec. 7. Notice of Local and Special Bills. No local or special bills shall be passed unless notice of the intention
to apply therefor shall have been published in the locality where the qiatter or the thing to be effected may be
situated, which notice shall be at least thirty days prior to the introduction into the General Assembly of such bill
and in the manner to be provided by law; the evidence of such notice having been published, shall be exhibited in the
General Assembly, before such act shall be passed.
ARTICLE V
Sec. 21. Duties of Judges. Nisi Prius Courts. Supreme Court Judges.
No duties shall be imposed by law upon the Supreme Court or any of the judges thereof, except such as are judicial,
nor shall any of the judges thereof exercise any power of appointment except as herein provided. The court of nsl
prius is hereby abolished, and no court of origina jurisdiction to be presided over by any one or more of the
judges of the Supreme Court shall be established W
Sec. 26. Uniform Laws for Courts. Certain Courts Prohibited, All laws relating to courts shall be general and
of uniform operation, and the organization, jurisdiction and powers of all courts of the same class or grade,
so far as regulated by law, and the force and effect of the process and judgments of such courts, shall be uniform;
and the General Assembly is hereby prohibited from creating other courts to xercise the powers vested by this
Constitution in the judges of the courts of common pleas and orphans' courts!!)
Sec. 3. Jurisdiction of Supreme Court. The jurisdiction of the Supreme Court shall extend over the State, and
the judges thereof shall, by virtue of their offices, be justices of oyer and terminer and general jail delivery in
the several counties; they shall have original jurisdiction in cases of injunction where a corporation is a party
defendant, of habeas corpus, of mandamus to courts of inferior jurisdiction, and of quo warranto as to all officers
of the Commonwealth whose jurisdiction xtenas over the State, out snall not exercise any other original jurisdiction;
they shall have appellate jurisdiction by appeal, certiorari or writ of error in all cases, as is now or may
hereafter be provided by law.
Sec. 20. Chancery Powers, The several courts of common pleas, besides the powers herein conferred,
shall have and exercise within their respective districts, subject to such changes as may be made by law,
such chancery powers as are now vested by law in the several courts of common pleas of this Commonwealth
or as may hereafter be conferred upon them by lawt,

1874 as anmended 19691®

(5),

A limitation on Courts' jurisdiction See 1838 Constitution.

(6).
(71.
(8).

See note 5 above, and Collins v. Commonwealth 262 Pa. 572 (1919),
More reviewing power in equity and law given.
There are no limitations on judicial'power.
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courts characteristically possessed limited chancery powers and very
as mandamus or quo warranto or
limited extraordinary legal powers, such
116
the ability to grant injunctive relief.
The Constitution of 1790 sought to continue most of these antiequity or antijudicial traditions and, simultaneously, to adopt such of the
English law and equity practice and procedure as was applicable to the
Pennsylvania tradition. There was, however, need to strengthen the
executive, maintain legislative supremacy, maintain a weak judiciary,
and at the same time, guarantee to the people certain rights in the mixed
law-equity tradition of Pennsylvania. One of the principal rights to be
guaranteed to the people was the right of access to the courts -without
sale, denial, or delay.
(b) Artful drafting and the meaning of certain words. -A reading of
the entire Constitution of 1790 conveys the artful draftsmanship required
to coordinate the objectives of establishing a strengthened executive
while maintaining a powerful legislature and a weak judiciary, and, at the
same time, giving the people both a continued guarantee against the
feared judiciary and a right of nearly full access to the courts in a definite
break with English traditions that did not comport with Pennsylvania law
and justice. But the grant of a right in the first sentence of article IX,
section 11 and an apparent limitation in the sentence immediately following remain a puzzle, especially because the section is found in an article
whose other provisions for the most part, invariably grant wide-ranging
rights as the minority of the Supreme Court has noted frequently." 7
The key to understanding this problem is in eight words that this
court has not examined in this context before. These words are "supreme," "vested," "without sale, denial or delay," and "suits,"and
they, in conjunction with each other, reconcile the apparent grant-limitation conflict. These eight words when examined in article I, section 1;
article II, section 1; article V, section 1; article V, section 6; and in article
IX, section 11 lead to the inevitable conclusion that there is no sovereign
immunity of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania in tort suits brought
under article IX, section 11 (article I, section 11 of the present constitution.) In addition there is a long clause in article IX, section I l's second
sentence that needs to be explained. This clause speaks of suits that may
be brought "in such manner, 1in18 such cases and in such courts as the
legislature may by law direct.116. Compare Section the Twenty-Fourth, PA. CONST. OF 1776 with PA. CONST. OF
1790, art. V, § 6, reproduced on Chart I.
117. The minority of the Supreme Court has frequently noted this apparent contradiction. Biello ).Pennsylvania Liquor Control Bd., 454 Pa. 791,301 A.2d 849 (1973); Brown v.
Commonwealth, 454 Pa. 566, 305 A.2d 868 (1973); Ayala v. Philadelphia Board of Public
Educ., 453 Pa. 584, 305 A.2d 877 (1973).
118. Many of these words and phrases have lost their original referents, and, therefore,
no one has attached significance to them. These words are treated in more detail in text at
notes 175-81.

i) The true meaning of "supreme" in various Pennsylvania constitutions. -In 1790, the legislative and judicial powers were simply vested
and judicial power was circumscribed very carefully respecting chancery.
The executive power, however, was treated differently. The executive
article stated that the "supreme" executive power was vested in the
governor. Why?
This provision, although designed to expand the executive power
from what it had been under the Constitution of 1776,119 was also
designed to limit this new power by future legislative consent to expand
the equity power of the courts to grant injunctions or other equitable
relief. 20 This constitutional provision was directed at the executive that,
in 1776, had been an executive council without even a veto power. Both
sentences of the Bill of Rights article IX, section 11 relate therefore to the
amenability of the executive to judicial actions by the people. The first
sentence guarantees the right of the people to maintain actions against the
executive, while the second qualifies the first by prohibiting "suits" in
equity, but allows room for future equitable interference with the not-sosupreme executive under control of the legislature. Neither sentence takes
away a right. The first sentence guarantees the right of the people to bring
actions at law; the second qualifies the first respecting equity suits.
(i) The vesting provisions of various Pennsylvania constitutions. -In
1969, the legislative power was "vested," '2 the executive power was
described, and then, in the second section of the executive article, the
"supreme" part of the executive power was vested in a governor and
some other officers.' 12 But now the "supreme" judicial power was
vested in a supreme court." The change is highly significant. The court
now has full equity powers in the traditional Pennsylvania joint lawequity context. The executive is clearly no longer protected in equity
from the judiciary.
(ii)
"Supreme and Vested'"-drafting problems. -The skillful lawyer
draftsmen of our first and second constitutions of 1776 and 1790 used the
word "supreme" in the later constitution only for the purpose of vesting
new power in the governor himself and deliberately failed to vest "supreme" power in the courts of article V, section 1. To protect this new
executive power, the courts' own power to interfere with this new
executive "supremeness" of article II, section 1 was limited by article V,
section 6. This could only be accomplished by a supreme legislature that
did not need to have "supreme" power vested in itself, since that
119. Compare Section the Third, PA. CONST. OF 1776 with PA. CoNsT. OF 1790, art. II, §
I, reproduced on Chart I
120.

See note 116 supra.

121.
122.
123.

PA. CONST. art. II, § I.
PA. CoNsT. art. IV, § 1.
PA. CONST. art. V, § 2.

legislature had the power (via articles I, 1I, and IV) to alter both executive
and judicial power.
124
The combination of vesting legislative power in the legislature,
125
"supreme" executive power in a governor, and omitting "supreme"
from judicial power, 126 while limiting the pretensions to power of a
traditionally feared judiciary to only a few specified matters decided by
chancellors in England 127 had only one fault. This drafting scheme failed
to consider the people who would later' 18 be given all of the rights and
more that the genius of the common law in England and Pennsylvania
had given to them. People, once they were given unlimited right of access
to the courts, could indirectly strengthen the judiciary at the expense of
the new "supreme" governor. People could do this not by actions at law,
but by "suits" addressed to courts wielding chancery-like power. The
remaining problem was to guarantee rights to the people while protecting
the governor and, at the same time, suppressing the courts.
(iv) Without sale, denial or delay-and the limitation.-If, by an
extraordinary legal remedy or injunction, 129 a court could interfere with
the "supreme" executive power, the whole constitutional scheme could
collapse. Since the only applicants for such relief would be everyman,
everyman had to be prevented from asking the courts to second guess or
even first guess (before the fact of his action) the governor. But everyman
had to have open courts under the later article IX, section 11 and at the
same time be granted justice for injuries done him in his person "without
sale, denial or delay." This grant of full access of everyman to the courts
could not create a system of law in which chancellors were selling writs,
denying justice, or delaying it even against the governor. But these
words, "without sale, denial or delay" are not just high-sounding words.
They are words of art chosen by lawyer draftsmen trained in the finest
English traditions. These words accomplish a specific purpose. 3 '
The distinctions in Sparhawk and Black are so carefully drawn
because Thomas McKean drafted these words in the Constitution of
1790. The drafting is a beautiful, lawyer-like design for a government run
by a plenary legislature and a new "supreme" governor, not judges,
whose discretion was traditionally feared. For the men who had just
fomented a revolution, it was one thing to prevent daily second guessing
by judges and quite another to have the government pay for its deliberate
or negligent wrongdoing. Mr. Chief Justice McKean understood this, and
124.

PA. CONST. OF 1790, art. 1, § 1.

125. PA. CONST. OF 1790, art. II, § 1.
126. PA. CONST. OF 1790, art. V, § 1.
127. PA. CONST. OF 1790, art. V, § 6.
128. PA. CONST. OF 1790, art. IX, § 11.
129. Injunctions were given at law in Pennsylvania's peculiar mixed law-equity practice since 1737.
130. The real meaning of the words "without sale, denial or delay" is explained at Part
IV, § 5 infra.

consequently very carefully limited his decisions in Sparhawk and
Black. Somehow, the clarity of his thought escaped the lawyers involved
in Gelder. 3 I
(v) The two historicalmeanings of "suits. "-The word suits in article
IX, section 11 meant equity suits as opposed to legal action. For example,
the Oxford English Dictionary for 1790 defines the word "suit" as also
meaning a petition, as a petition of right to the king. "Suits," as used in
article IX, section 11 is therefore another word of art.
Furthermore, an exhaustive search of the first three volumes of the
Dallas Reporter reveals reports of numerous controversies that are styled
by the courts as "cases" or "causes" or "actions." The use of the word
"sue," however, appears only once in three volumes of law books and
there is not one use of the word "suits." The explanation is that a "suit"
was either a direct petition to a chancellor, in equity, or an indirect
petition as in a petition of right, which the sovereign, assuming the
concept, legislature might delegate to a chancellor or his master in
chancery. If one concedes that Pennsylvania was a sovereign to whom a
petition after an unsuccessful "action" in court could be presented, and
that the petition went to the legislature and that this legislature might
respond with special legislation, that legislature could delegate to a court
the hearing of the petition or "suit." This does not mean that a failure to
delegate restricts the power to hear an original petition against the
sovereign whose legislature may delegate this sovereign function to the
court. It merely describes the terms and conditions under which the
legislature may act in the presence of a judiciary that in 1790 was
'1 32
forbidden to act in such "suits."
(vi) Equity courts and the old article V, section 6 as it relates to socalled sovereign immunity and "supremeness. "-In 1790 great care was
taken to safeguard the Pennsylvania concern for protecting a supreme
executive from equity courts. This is evident from the panoply of limitations on equitable power in the 1790 constitution. 133 The people still have
their Bill of Rights guaranteeing access to law-equity courts (as limited in
equity, not law, under article V, section 6) against the executive. Why?
For the time being at least, people cannot attack the supreme executive in equity suits. The vesting provisions and law-equity provisions of
1790 are an attempt to differentiate a "supreme" executive, who was
impeachable, from a king, who, though amenable in certain equitable
131. Merchants Warehouse Co. v. Gelder, 349 Pa. 1.,36 A.2d 444 (1944). In Gelder, the
Court strayed from the scheme designed by the constitutional draftsmen and held that the
Commonwealth can be sued only with its constitutional or legislative consent.
132. For the historical meaning of "suits" see text at notes 132, 176 infra.
133. See PA. CONST. OF 1790, art. IX, § 11, art. V, § 6. In 1790 English Chancery courts
dealt with trusts, divorces, partners, injunctions and a host of other subjects which were
either law in Pennsylvania or, as in the case of divorce, were fit subjects for the legislature
sitting as a court. See note 167 infra.

contexts, was not impeachable. But when the executive was made "supreme" vis-h-vis the courts, his power had to be trimmed to accommodate both legislative control of the other coordinate branches of government and the people's rights. This was done in article IX, section 11.
B.

What the Constitutions in Fact Say
The Pennsylvania constitutions cannot be viewed in isolation from
the United States Constitution; developments in the federal cases and in
the federal courts must be considered before examining in detail the
Pennsylvania constitutions. To do this, let us try to place ourselves in the
position of the men of the 1790 period and reason as they would, and then
project, for a moment into the future to the 1969 Constitution.
1. Preliminary Notions Respecting Federal Common Law, Immunities, Mr. Chief Justice McKean and the FoundingFathers,Equity,
Suits and ExtraordinaryLegal Actions. -The United States Constitution
of 1789 rejected state sovereignty, 34 because a change from the unsatisfactory conditions that existed under the Articles of Confederation was
needed for the first common market ever created. In 1793, Chisholm v.
Georgia135 was to hold that a citizen of one of the original states could
sue one of the other states. This case established that a state was not an
immune sovereign against nonresidents and by necessary implication that
it could not be such a sovereign against its own citizens without affronting
both the equal protection clause and, arguably, the privileges and immunities clause. Furthermore, the post-1790 United States Supreme
Court had held that mandamus would not lie against the great sovereign
itself, but would lie against his highest officers, and that the high executive was, and had to be amenable to the courts, where he had to produce
documents. The Court had also declared that the common law of England, insofar as it was applicable, was the law of decision, unless and
until altered by the Constitution or by Congress. In short, the federal
common law was developing the same issues not expressly treated in
Sparhawk and Black in precisely the manner suggested by this analysis.
What was this applicable law? What did it determine about the
sovereign king's executive immunity in 1790, or in 1792, when Black
was decided by the court and Chisholm v. Georgia was being discussed
pending a decision? What was the so-called state sovereign after 1789
and how was he (it is only the chief executive we are talking about)
immune from suit? As stated above, the English king, not all his agents,
was immune at law but not at equity' 3 6 and Pennsylvania had adopted
137
much of the English law.

134. Borchard, supra note 40 (citing Chisholm v. Georgia, 2 Dall. 419 (Pa. 1793)).
135. 2 Dall. 419 (Pa. 1793).
136. See text at note 81 supra.
137. Until Erie v. Tompkins, 304 U.S. 64 (1938), this was clearly so in diversity cases.
Since the first Supreme Court of the United States rode the circuit, the Court was applying

Apart from the illogic of cloaking a state in a legal immunity once
posited for a king against whom that state had just revolted, it is clear that
from 1788 to 1792 the Sparhawk and Black courts knew that the English
common law immunity operated only to deprive the king's law courts of
jurisdiction against the king, 138 not to totally deny relief. Legal immunity
followed in Pennsylvania unless conditions were different there.
The Pennsylvania founding fathers changed the lack of immunity in
equity and were absolutely silent on legal immunity. To assume that legal
immunity existed would be inconsistent with article IX, section 11, which
at best implies only when courts can be closed against certain manner of
suits in certain courts in certain kinds of cases. If the kinds of cases are
equity cases or equity suits, then clearly there was no legal immunity.
Actually, Chief Justice McKean knew that jurisdiction did exist in
the court of exchequer (treasury) for equitable relief against the sovereign
king, but not in his law courts, where his law provided that the king could
do no wrong.
"Suits" were a different thing. The king was the fountainhead of
justice' 3 9 and equity in England. Mr. Chief Justice McKean knew also
that the petition of right" had been devised as a substitute for a formal
action against the crown in those law courts; that is, the petition of right
was the "manner"' 14 1 in which the people of England could reach the
king in an equitable "suit." 142 Thus, if the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania was a sovereign in the sense of the English king's nonamenability to
law actions or in the pre-1667 total immunity sense, the Sparhawk and
Black courts would have said so. They would not have denied recovery to
Sparhawk on the transcendent principle or lack of jurisdiction grounds
and then rejected Black by merely interpreting a statute. There would be
no need for such artifice.
Because Pennsylvania had no chancery court since 1737'1 3 and
because the legislature, which was supreme, assumed the king's function
of responding to the petition of right by passing special laws, this meant
that the king's replacement, the governor, had to be either immune in law
and equity, or immune in law only, or immune in equity only, or simply
not immune. Thus, either the Commonwealth was totally immune for its
actions (in law and equity), immune only at law, immune only in certain
this English law in the states. See Martin v. Hunter's Lessee, 14 US. (1 Wheat.) 304 (1816).
On the point of Pennsylvania's acceptance of the common law of England, see Wikoff v.
Cox, I Yeates 353 (1794); 1 STORY, supra note 40 at §§ 56-58.
138. See Mr. Justice McKean's jurisdiction holding in Sparhawk.
139. See I W. BLACKSTONE, supra note 40, at 233-34 and CROSSKEY, supra note 40, at
429-31.
140. See text at notes 131-32 supra.
141.

The word "manner"

in the Pennsylvania Constitution of 1790, art. IX, § 11, is

discussed in text at notes 175-84 infra.
142. The two historical meanings of "suits" are discussed in text at notes 131-32 and
175-81 infra.
143. See note 112 and accompanying text supra.

cases having to do with governmental function, immune at equity only, or
it was not immune. If the Commonwealth was not immune it was either
not immune insofar as it was amenable in law or equity or simply not
immune. To give some immunity, some language had to be written. The
language of article IX, section 11 and of the other articles of the Constitution of 1790 suggest that the founding fathers immunized the Commonwealth in equity until the legislature would state "in which manner in
which courts and in what cases" it could be sued for the actions of its
executive agents.
2. Further Perspectives on Sparhawk and Black and Their Future.-By the time of the Black case, Chisholm was being argued and
Marbury v. Madison1" and Aaron Burr's case 145 were soon to be decided. Certainly the Black court, with knowledge of its own constitution
(which neither the Attorney General nor the Court cited for the proposition of sovereign immunity in Black), 146 the prior holding in Sparhawk
and the issues to be decided in Chisholm, would have said the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania was an immune sovereign in the non-English
sense of the word if the court had intended this result. Certainly the Black
court could have declared Pennsylvania a sovereign under the Constitution of 1790 in the older English sense implying absolute immunity
before 166714 1 if the justices believed that, but the Black court did not do
this. Both court and counsel agreed that Sparhawk had only decided that
the Pennsylvania Supreme Court had no jurisdiction to decide Sparhawk,
not that the Commonwealth presented an absolute sovereign defense and
they said so.'48 The court was aware that the second sentence of article
IX, section 11, presented no obstacle to a recovery in law in both cases.
Mr. Chief Justice McKean knew that even if the legislature specified an
expanded equitable jurisdiction of the court under article V, section 6 of
the Constitution of 1790 that article would still bar recovery for Black
because of the transcendent legal/equitable/political principle of letting
the loss stand where it may. In the meantime, it was not sovereign
immunity at law that barred recovery but the law of transcendent principles and, arguably, the court's lack of "equitable" jurisdiction in both
cases.
Pennsylvania's sovereign immunity doctrine originated in the peculiar struggle against federalism that began in the Jeffersonian era t49 and
reached its zenith in 1938 with the line of cases following Erie Railroad
144. Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. (I Cranch) 137 (1803).
145. United States v. Burr, 8 U.S. (4 Cranch) 470 (1807).
146. Oddly enough the War Board cited the principle of sovereign immunity in
Sparhawk (1788), which Mr. Justice McKean rejected. In Black, the defendant did not even
try to cite the principle in 1792.
147. Powlett v. The Attorney General, 145 Eng. Rep. 550 (1667).
148. John Black v.Rempublicam, I Yeates 140, 141 (Pa. 1792).
149. CROSSKEY, supra note 40, at 705-08.

v. Tompkins. l50 It has been suggested that a judicial gloss on the eleventh
amendment to the United States Constitution, culminating in Hans v.
Louisiana, 5 ' has spawned the doctrine of state sovereign immunity. The
eleventh amendment merely deprived federal courts of original jurisdiction in diversity cases brought against a state by a citizen of another
state. Certainly in 1792152 it was clear than neither Sparhawk nor Black
supported the notions that sovereign immunity of Pennsylvania was either
historically or constitutionally mandated. Nor, since then, has it become
clear that sovereign immunity is required by a close reading of any
subsequent Pennsylvania case that declares this immunity.' 53 Neither
4 nor the Pennsylvania
Hans v. Louisiana nor O'Connor v. Pittsburgh,15
Constitution made this Commonwealth an immune sovereign. The Supreme Court of Pennsylvania did.
Finally, if one assumes that sovereign immunity existed under the
common law of England and was part of the common law of Pennsylvania in 1790 (so that the sovereign was clearly not immune in equity) then
the sovereign is clearly not immune in equity today as that term was
understood in 1790. Since at least 1874 the sovereign has been subject to
injunction and mandamus, 155 and any Pennsylvania law-equity court can
award "equitable damages" at law in legal actions against a private
person. Why can not the court then, give damages at law against the
State? Whatever limitations on judicial power that may have existed in
1790 simply do not exist in 1977 with regard to so-called sovereign
immunity cases.
3. Equity or ExtraordinaryLegal Writ Powers in the Pennsylvania
Tradition of Limited Equity Power.-Both Marbury v. Madison15 6 and
Aaron Burr's case' 57 would abolish the nonamenability of high officers of
the executive to suit and oblige the executive himself to deliver docu150.

304 U.S. 64 (1938).

151.

134 U.S. 1 (1890). See also C. WRIGHT, LAW OF FEDERAL COURTS, 501 (2d ed.

1970) cited in Comment, Governmental Tort Immunity in Pennsylvania: A Job for the
Judiciary, 46 TEMP.L.Q. 345 (1973).

152. Whatever impact the eleventh amendment would have on the holding in
Chisholm, there was still an open question whether states were sovereign in the international law sense. See text at notes 55-57 supra.
153. The early Pennsylvania Supreme Courts were obviously troubled by the notion of
sovereignty. See the cases cited in note 51 supra. Arguably, more recent courts did not
contend with sovereign immunity for the Commonwealth until 1919 in Collins v. Commonwealth, 262 Pa. 572, 106 A. 229 (1919), or for cities until the first horse case of Elliot v. City
of Philadelphia, 75 Pa. 347 (1874).
Collins interprets a provision of article V of the Constitution of 1874 in the way that
article V of the 1969 Constitution should be construed. It considers the prohibition of special
legislation of the 1874 Constitution as consistent with article I, § 11. The Constitution of

1969 enables the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania to do in 1969 what it clearly could not do in
1790, because the present article V lacks equitable prohibitions.
154. 18 Pa. 187 (1851).

155.

See note 193 infra.

156.
157.

5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137 (1803).
8 U.S. (4 Cranch) 470 (1807).

ments to a court, notwithstanding the federal charter's total lack of an
express judicial reviewing power. This was done despite the lack of the
word "supreme" in the vesting part of the federal constitution's judicial
article.'5 8 Immunity at the federal level, if not expressly given, had to
exist at common law. This common law would be developed by the
United States Supreme Court under the Great Charter, which created one
great Supreme Court of law and equity.
But Pennsylvania's tradition was different, because judges were not
entrusted with such great power. Pennsylvania's tradition would require
an express grant of the opportunity to use an extraordinary measure of
judicial power. Accordingly, since the Pennsylvania Supreme Court had
only very limited equity powers under its own common law and since
these powers were only sparsely supplemented by the Constitution of
1790 in cases dealing with perpetuating testimony, gathering evidence,
and dealing with incompetents, 159 both immunity and judicial power had
to be treated without increasing judicial power. Thus, in Pennsylvania if
law immunity were to exist it would be a common-law immunity, and the
development of this common-law was left entirely to the courts because
the Constitution of 1790 was only concerned with chancery powers.
The lawyers who drafted the 1790 Pennsylvania Constitution purposely limited the court's equity powers to the powers it might develop at
common law in its own mixed law-equity approach, and added only
specific powers. They entrusted the legislator with the duty to protect the
one branch of government that had, at best, only a partial immunity. But
they did not give the executive or the whole Commonwealth any legal
immunity.
Now, either immunity existed already or article IX, section 11 meant
merely that the equitable power of the high court did not extend to
extraordinary writs 160 and the granting of injunctive relief against the
executive.16 1 If the framers wanted to safeguard the rights of the people
who had just survived a revolution, this protection would be directed
against the executive. The only person who, in the course of his duty, can
contract with a citizen is the executive. This executive would also be in a
position to commit most of the torts against citizens. A judge who takes a
bribe in his official capacity is immune, but subject to impeachment or a
criminal charge. A legislator is also immune unless ejected or convicted.
If judge or legislator contracts with a citizen or wrongfully injures him, he
does so in a private capacity and has no immunity. The citizen who is
158.

U.S. CoNST. art. 3.

159. PA. CONST. oF 1790, art. V, § 6.
160. Such as mandamus or quo warranto.
161. As suggested before, the Constitution of 1874 tends to obscure this point because
the practice of the courts changed with the passage of time. Pennsylvania courts began to
grant injunctions and, since 1874 at least, were given an express power to issue extraordinary writs against the executive, a power denied them in 1790. See also note 193 infra..

damaged by the corrupt legislator or judge has a private claim against the
wrongdoer perhaps, but not against the Commonwealth.
From the point of view of the prospective defendant in actions
against the executive, that is, the executive himself, there was another
problem in 1790. Clearly, the executive, whose daily contact with the
public resulted in numerous contracts and torts, was also most in need of
protection. But the protection was only directed against equitable interference with his decisions in governing. The judge already had this
protection in the form of immunity from answering for his judicial
decisions, 62 and the legislator's protection was constitutionally enshrined. 163 The executive did not or would not have this protection unless
it was specifically given to him and unless the English law respecting the
king's immunity was totally adopted and then refined to protect not just
the chief executive, but all his servants as well. Further, if the whole
English law of partial sovereign immunity at law was not to be adopted,
the draftsmen of the Constitution of 1790 had another reason for melding
limited immunity in equity to both expanded executive power (from
1776) and traditional restraints on the judiciary.
If no executive immunity of the English common law was to be
expressly adopted, the Commonwealth's derivative liability could be
engaged in nearly all cases in law (meaning law-equity) by the executive.
This liability would, as a matter of fact, be engaged in all appropriate
cases unless expressly forbidden. Thus, the Commonwealth executive
would be totally amenable to chancery unless that was expressly forbidden-and it was. Since equity could interfere with executive function the
Constitution of 1790 foreclosed this possibility until the real supreme
organ of government, the legislature, unreviewable until after Marbury v.
Madison, granted permission pursuant to the second sentence of article
IX, section 11.
4. The Executive and his Immunity vis-ia-vis the Courts and the
People.-There is no question that under the Constitution of 1790 no
immunities are given expressly either to the Commonwealth or the
governor. The 1790 founding fathers, however, knew that sovereign
immunity ran to the persons of legislators and judges at common law but
only imperfectly to the executive. He was not "supreme" in the sense
that he commanded the other two branches, since one branch could
impeach him,' 64 and the other could review his acts in equity' 65 unless
prevented from doing so. Because equity and law were joined in Pennsylvania, it was necessary to curtail the court's chancery power to protect the
162. Floyd v. Barker, 77 Eng. Rep. 1305 (1608).
163. PA. CONST. art. I, § 7; see PA. CONST. OF 1838, art. I, § 18.
164. See generally Sloan & Garr, supra note 40.
165. Powlett v. The Attorney General, 145 Eng. Rep. 550 (1667). See also Borchard,
supra note 40, at 4-5; 9 HOLDSWORTH, supra note 40, at 30-39.

executive. To negate the impression that the executive was supreme (he
was the only "supreme" referred to in a vesting provision of 1790
Constitution) and to "tie down" judicial incursions into his power, the
executive was given a limited and temporary immunity from equitable
power. Thus, the draftsmen's intention to keep a weak judiciary and to
create a new and stronger executive could be achieved.
Within the scheme of a legislature assumed to be "supreme" and
unreviewable, article V, section 6 of the Constitution of 1790 provided
that body with the power to expand equitable powers in accord with the
due administration of justice. The scheme, however, said nothing of legal
power. If the Constitution of 1790 was intended to give the executive a
legal immunity such as he might have at common law, it would have
given the immunity expressly.
In view of these considerations, the meaning of the second sentence
of article IX, section 11 is clear. It means that if the legislature, which
was unreviewable, vested equitable power in courts, they could call the
supreme executive to account with a mandamus' 66 or an injunction. Note
that it is the legislature that will be able to carefully lay down the terms
and conditions for when and where and how the Commonwealth's executive could be sued equitably. By the time of the 1874 constitution, as the
charts included in this article indicate, at least part of what was guaranteed to the executive branch of government in 1790 was taken back.
Insofar as power was given back to the court, both people power and
court power were increased. 167 Both executive power and immunity were
meant to be diminished by these changes as well. This was consistent
because the people still had justice "without sale, denial or delay," and
the legislature did say "in which manner, in which court and in which
cases" equitable immunity or extraordinary writ immunity was abolished.
Admittedly, this does not mean that the executive or the Commonwealth was liable at law, or that if the executive was not liable at law in
1799, that he is liable today. But it does mean that if equitable immunity,
which existed in 1790, has been abolished despite its guarantee in the
1790 Constitution, then legal immunity, which was not given in 1790,
has no constitutional footing today. It should also be noted that sovereign
immunity attaches to people not to a government. A sovereign is a
person. Thus, any Commonwealth liability was then, and is now, derivative, because liability would have to stem from an act or omission of a
legislator, a judge, or an executive officer. Since the acts or non-acts of
legislators and judges were clearly immune at the English common law
166. Mandamus was an extraordinary legal writ that could give relief that was equitable
in nature.
167. See generally PA. CONST. OF 1874, art. V, § 3, which gave mandamus powers to the
supreme court on appeal only and apparently gave original jurisdiction in mandamus matters
to the lower courts.

and equity 168 and only the English executive was not totally immune, any
interpretation of article IX, section 11 of the Constitution of 1790 that
finds sovereignty and immunity must look for their origin elsewhere.
Both existed only at common law in England and neither was treated
expressly in the Constitution of 1790.
5. Respecting the Artful Drafting of the Constitution of 1790Legal Immunities and Sale, Denial, or Delay.-What does the first
sentence of article IX, section 11 of the Constitution of 1790 really mean,
and what is the true significance of the words "without sale, denial or
delay?" Each word and phrase of the Constitution of 1790 has a meaning, and since no Pennsylvania case has ever responded to a claim of
sovereign immunity by analyzing their meaning, the high court is constrained by history to re-examine them. If express words have any
meaning, then sovereign immunity is not commanded by article IX,
section 11 of the Constitution of 1790. Both the Constitution of 1790 and
the new constitution of 1969 condemn it.
There are five particular words of the first sentence or granting part
of article IX, section 11 of the Constitution of 1790 that hold the key to
the correct interpretation of that article. These five words were drafted by
very able lawyers, and are not just decorative words contained in a grant
of a right that is no right at all. Rather, these five words are part of a
guarantee granted to the people to make the sovereign, if there was one,
amenable at law to actions, not suits.
It is not possible that these five words were chosen by coincidence.
They demonstrate that the first sentence of article IX, section 11 is a
"granting" Bill of Rights sentence, which under article IX, section 26 of
the same constitution is to remain inviolate; 1 69 that the first sentence
relates exclusively to the traditional law-equity problem of Pennsylvania
and transfers the law-equity distinction at common law and equity to the
second sentence; and that the limitation of the second sentence grants to
the popularly elected executive a limited protection from courts' interference, subject to further legislative intervention under article V, section 6.
These five words show that article IX, section 11 was designed not to
make Pennsylvania a sovereign immune against the people, but merely to
protect the executive and the people against the hated chancery courts.
The words "without sale, denial or delay" are words of art designed
to convey a promise that chancery would not sell, deny or delay peoples'
rights, except in certain matters when courts might delay or deny. Those
certain matters are suits in equity describedin the next sentence of the
168.
169.

See notes 80 and 163 supra.
PA. CONST. OF 1790, art. IX, § 26 provides,

To guard against transgressions of the high powers which we have delegated, we
declare that everything in this article is excepted out of the general powers of
government and shall forever remain inviolate.

same section. Furthermore, they are the equity cases implied by article
V, section 6 of the same constitution.
Why were these particular words used? These words had a particular
meaning for men trained in the English law who had a long standing
tradition of fear of chancellors. In England writs were sold by chancellors, 170 and the aversion to this administration of justice through sale of
writs by chancery judges partially explains Pennsylvania's lack of an
equity court since 1737.171 It so happens that the oath of the chancellor in
England from the time of Chancellor Bacon was simply, "I will not sell,
delay or deny a remedial writ" (or, 'I promise to administer the king's
justice without sale, denial, or delay'). 17 These words simply guaranteed
for the lawyer draftsmen of Pennsylvania's constitution that, notwithstanding the acceptance of the English common law including the king's
nonamenability to actions at law and his amenability to equity or to suits
as on a petition of right, 173 no Pennsylvania judge would sell, deny or
delay justice to the people, but would grant relief under certain conditions
only in certain cases against the excutive. These words did not immunize
the state.
These words were purposely chosen. If the founding fathers had
intended to immunize the so-called sovereign in the Constitution of 1790,
they would not have limited chancellors in one sentence and then created
a totally immune Leviathan. But, if they had intended to cancel the
English king's common law immunity at law and still maintain a cherished local tradition, this purpose would be best effected by drafting the
grant and the limitation in the same section-section 11 of article IX.
It might be argued that this drafting maintains the English common
law immunity of the king at law. But this position is unsupportable. A
draftsman who had recently revolted against a king who was immune at
law, would not assume the continued existence of that law immunity by
cancelling equitable nonimmunity. If he is assuming a sovereign different
in power from the rejected sovereign king, he would say something about
sovereigns. But the words in article IX, section 11 are antichancellor,
anti-equity words, and not antipeople words. The immunity granted is a
limited one to the new "Supreme" executive alone. He is "supreme" to
Pennsylvania law judges who may do equity only as article V permits and
subject to removal of the judges for "misbehavior. "174
Furthermore, at English common law only the king himself, and not
his agents or servants, was immune. If the lawyer-draftsmen of the
Constitution of 1790 wanted to alter the legal immunity or the equitable
170. Laussat, supra note 40.
171. See note 112 supra and accompanying text.
172. See Laussat, supra note 40, at 251.
173. See generally STORY, supra note 40, at §§ 41-58.
174. PA. CONST. oF 1790, art. V, § 1, reproduced in Chart I. This article allows judges
to be removed for any cause. They were not even entitled to an impeachment.

nonimmunity of the king, as it was known in England, they would be
obliged to specially provide for the king's servants, who were not immune at law or in equity. If they designed immunity for these servants,
the expression would have to be explicit. Just as no law immunity existed
in the 1790 Constitution, the total immunity of the entire executive
branch of government, in law or equity, did not exist.
The next sentence of article IX, section 11 proves that the 1790
draftsmen did not intend any law immunity, that the immunity they did
create was an equitable immunity, and that this immunity went only to the
175
person of the governor, not his agents or servants,
6. Respecting more Artful Drafting-EquitableImmunities and
the Words "Suits," "Manner, " "Courts" and "Cases".-The second
sentence of article IX, section 11 of the Constitution of 1790 manifests
the then equity or chancery concerns of Pennsylvania's founding fathers
and the imprint of the revolution on their purposes. Since the English king
was not immune in equity but was immune at law, and since the new
supreme governor was to be made immune in equity but not at law, this
change from English law had to be explicitly stated. This was accomplished in the second sentence of article IX, section 11, which reads as
follows:
Suits may be brought against the Commonwealth in such manner, in such courts and in such cases as the legislature may by
law direct.
This sentence implies that the legislature may in such manner, in such
courts, and in such cases

.

.

.

do something.

Why this particular sentence to express this thought? The word
"suits" in this context does not refer to law actions, but to equity suits or
to equity petitions of right. The word "manner" is interesting in and of
itself,' 76 because it has several possible meanings.
First, manner may mean "how." To say in 1978, that the word
"manner," means "how," so that the sentence describes how, where (in
which courts), and in which cases (suits and actions at law) the legislature
may waive immunity by a law or statute, is possible only if one assumes
both sovereignty and total immunity. But then the sentence is a platitude
that states the legislature can do what it can do. Perhaps the sentence, in
not forbidding the legislature from acting, is implying that either legal or
equitable immunity did not exist unless the "manner of liability" in
certain courts and cases is to be limited or described by the legislators. If
175. It is not argued that at present any equitable immunity in the Constitution of 1969
would only go to the governor and not to the executive branch because as many as 500,000
people now work for the Commonwealth, compared to 30 or 40 executive agents or servants
in 1790. Technically, however, an oversight in the less artful drafting of the Constitution of
1969, creates support for the proposition that there is no immunity whatsoever. See notes
55, 107 supra and note 182 infra.
176. The Oxford English Dictionary of 1790 defines "manner" as "mode of procedure."

"manner" means "how" a suit of a given type can be brought, then
"manner" is redundant, because saying where and in which cases suit of
a given type can be brought covers the point adequately. Furthermore, the
sentence would state the obvious: it permits the legislature to determine
how which cases can be brought before which courts.
Second, if "manner" means type of suit (as a suit at law) then "such
cases" is meaningless, because "such cases" indicates a type of action or
suit. Restricting "manner" to type of suit must again assume immunity
of an unnamed sovereign from all cases, which was never the law of
England or of Pennsylvania, if it adopted that law of England.
This meaning for "manner" also entirely ignores the word "may"
in the second sentence of article IX, section 11. If the second sentence of
article IX, section 11 means merely that the legislature may, but need
not, determine "how," where, and in which cases the sovereign can be
sued, that is saying something that does not need saying, and furthermore, it is saying the unnecessary in an article whose sole purpose is to
state general and particular limitations against the Commonwealth. Thus,
"manner" must have meant something else.
Third, "manner" really means mode of procedure. In both 1790 and
today, "manner" was a way of acting or, in a legal context, a mode of
procedure. The phrase, "in which courts and in which cases" already
covers two of the modes of procedure in a grant of jurisdiction. Thus,
"manner" must include something that is missing in the grant of jurisdiction to some courts over some kinds of suits (equity suits). What is left
out of the mere description of which courts and what cases is the details
that were essential to common law pleading; that is, the kind of papers to
be filed, the time parameters, by whom, against which person, how that
person was to be served, and the myriad details of suing, defending, and
paying costs. 17 7 Some of these details were, for example, was the suit to
be started by declaration or complaint in Pennsylvania's unique lawequity procedure? Was the second paper to be an answer or reply? Was
the third paper a surreply, an answer, or a rebuttal?
Thus, "in such manner, in such courts, and in such cases as the
legislature may by law direct" really means with which modes of procedure, "in such courts" (created under article V, section 6), and "in such
cases" (equity cases) "as the legislature may [under article V, section 6]
by law direct." This means that, even at the behest of the people, the
courts whose chancery powers are limited, cannot attack the supreme
executive in equity until the legislature says so and then with certain
limitations and finely described procedures that "may" be specified. It
does not make the Commonwealth immune. It means that if the limita177. All lawyers have heard horrendous tales of the labelling, "i" dotting, and "t"
crossing required at common law to avoid disaster. It is logical to assume that common-law
lawyers would be very concerned with such matters.

tions on judicial power in equity that existed in 1790 are ever lifted "by
law" of the legislature or by subsequent constitutionalprovision, then
development of the common law by the high court will be unfettered.
This meaning of "manner" is certainly correct, because if the
"manner" (details of procedure) for these suits (equity suits) can be
located in the courts (of article V, section 6), the meaning of the entire
second sentence of article IX, section I1 of the Constitution of 1790 is
explained in the only way that makes drafting sense and that makes all of
article IX of the Constitution of 1790 consistent with the rest of that
Constitution and, in particular, with article V of that Constitution, which
establishes and limits, in accord with the old Pennsylvania traditions, the
powers of Pennsylvania courts. Further, it emphasizes that the nonamenability of the Commonwealth to equity "suits" left unresolved the prob78
lem of how petitions of right were to be handled in the new country.'
The second sentence of article IX, section 11 should once again be
examined for its real meaning. The sentence, it will be recalled, provides,
Suits may be brought against the Commonwealth in such manner, in such courts, and in such cases as the legislature may by
law direct.
The sentence means that the Constitution of 1790 has made provision for
the legislature to delegate its own power or prerogative (formerly granted
by the king of England and acted upon by Parliament, sitting as a
court) 17 9 to act on petitions of right. This provision does not say that
citizens must bring actions at law in this way only after the legislature has
acted, but that they may, after the courts in law or equity have turned
18 0
them down, bring suits in equity. They may bring suits in the manner,
in such courts, (i.e., Commonwealth Court) and in such cases (in law
and/or equity after the courts have already turned them down and after the
legislature appoints, under article V, some court to hear the petition of
right) only as the legislature shall determine. In short, the legislature
could delegate to a court the new American legislative function of passing
on petitions of right. The sentence does not say that the Commonwealth is
immune from suits at law or in equity. The constitution itself eliminates
most of the court's equitable jurisdiction vis-h-vis the nonimmune executive and is silent on the English sovereign king's immunity at law. The
only immunity accorded his substitute, the governor, is from courts of
equity that may otherwise interfere with his supreme executive discretion
before, not after, he has acted.
Assuming sovereignty, it is submitted that the second sentence of
section 11 of article IX meant, in 1790, that the legislature, notwithstand178. The new country was, of course, not the United States, but Pennsylvania.
179. The Constitution of 1790 permitted private legislation.
180. "Manner" relates to procedure, such as time for filing a suit, place for filing the
suit, venue, the number of copies, and other details. See note 176 and accomanying text
supra.

ing the immunity in equity given to the executive by this constitution,
may, from time to time, designate, under article V, the appropriate
manner, courts, and cases in which it will permit a delegation to courts of
its inherent power in petitions of right. This does not say the Commonwealth is an immune sovereign. The section says that the Commonwealth
is an immune sovereign in equity only and the legislature may waive that
immunity in equity suits brought against the Commonwealth or in petitions of right brought against the supreme governor. Further it says that
the legislature may, but need not do something. But the constitutions of
1874 and 1969, through the progressive recognition of judicial power,
now permit courts to do the same thing without legislative consent."8 ' At
present, the supreme court may specify the particulars regulating the
manner, court, and case in which the Commonwealth can be sued,
because under the Constitution of 1969 there is no equivalent to article V,
section 6 of the Constitution of 1790. Therefore, inherent limitations on
the supreme court in equity no longer exist,182 and, as already demonstrated, there never were limitations on the courts at law.
The court acted consistently with this reasoning in cases like Collins
v. Commonwealth, 8 3 because Collins followed the rules of constitutional interpretation requiring that any one article be read in the context of the
whole constitution and with the rule that presumes that the draftsmen are
presumed to have made sense and wasted no words. The court also
reasoned correctly in Gitlin v. Turnpike Commission, 184 when it required
the Commonwealth to pay damages in an eminent domain proceeding
which just did not happen at common law.
7. The Proper Construction.-This analysis thus establishes that
article IX, section 11 of the old constitution means that the people are
guaranteed access to the courts, except that in matters formerly cognizable in equity in England, the new "supreme" executive is protected
from our traditional law courts doing equity business that might otherwise
restrain his action by way of injunction or mandamus or the like. To
assure this state of affairs the following is guaranteed: first, there will be
no chancellors to sell, delay or deny justice for the people. 185 Second,
article V, section 6 protects the governor in his function from law judges
doing equity. Third, the legislature assumes the king's former prerogative
181. This is because by oversight or fortuitousness the Constitution of 1969 lacks a
modern counterpart to article V, § 6 of the 1790 Constitution. See also notes 55, 107, and 175
supra.
182. The author disclaims any desire to remove all equitable limitations, despite the
infelicitous drafting of the 1969 Constitution, because this might give the high court unfettered discretion to decide what equity cases it will entertain; it should hear them all on
appeal. See notes 55 and 175 supra.
183. 262 Pa. 572, 106 A. 229 (1919).
184. 384 Pa. 326, 121 A.2d 79 (1956).
185.

Chart II.

See PA. CONST. oF 1790, art. IX, § ll,firstsentenceandart. V,§6, reproducedin

of granting a petition of right and can delegate this function and the
function of acting on the petition (a right the legislature had in 1789) to an
article V court, which will act in such manner, courts, and cases as the
legislature directs in particular (petition of right) or general classes of
cases 186 (i.e., equity suits). Fourth, the only prerogative left in the king
from the English law is the pardon power. The citizens and the federal
87
government have the rest, except as specified in this constitution.1
Fifth, English law immunities are retained for legislators188 and the
removable judges,18 9 and a limited "equitable immunity" as understood
in Pennsylvania, goes to the governor only.' 90 Last, there are no immunities at law because of the first sentence of article IX, section 11,
which makes that sentence inconsistent with any immunity not expressly
given.
V.

Nexus and Conclusions

A.

The Transitionfrom 1790 to 1969

This analysis has shown that in 1790 the executive was weak, the
judiciary was weaker, and the legislature was, indeed, supreme. It also
has demonstrated that the Constitution of 1790 permitted that "supreme"
legislature to strengthen the feeble courts (including the Supreme Court of
Pennsylvania) at the expense of the governor, who in 1790, was equated
with the executive.
It is also clear that the constitutions of 1838 and 1874 began to
equalize the relative powers of the three branches of government. Thus,
in 1838, article II, section 1 of the new constitution stated, "The supreme
executive power of this Commonwealth shall be vested in a governor." 191 By 1874, the executive department of government was described
in article IV, section 1 of the constitution as consisting of "a governor"
and seven other officers who were also described. But section 2 of article
IV of that same constitution still described the supreme executive power
as being "vested in the Governor." Further, the Constitution of 1969
186. The word "cases" now includes actions at law and cases in equity but, in 1790, the
word "cases" referred strictly to equity cases. See also text at notes 175-84 supra.
187. One of the principal problems of a draftsman of both the state and federal
constitutions in the 1788-1790 period was to allocate among the legislative, executive, and
judicial branches of government the various powers of the English king, parliament, and the
courts. This article concerns the allocation (defined as the transfer of a power formerly
residing in the English king, parliament, or court) and the distribution (defined as the
partition or division of a power formerly residing in king, parliament, or English court) of
sovereignty and immunity, and those few remaining powers that the king enjoyed as the font
of justice. See BLACKSTONE, supra note 40. One of the powers that the king, as the font of
justice, had was the pardon power. Since neither American legislatures nor courts have
assumed this power, it has generally been left in the hands of chief executives. Cf. SLOAN &
GAR, supra note 37.
188. PA. CONST. OF 1790, art. I, § 17.
189. See Floyd v. Barker, 77 Eng. Rep. 1305 (1608); PA. CONST. OF 1790, art. V, § 2.
190. PA. CONST. OF 1790, art. I, § 11 and art. V, § 6.
191. See Chart .

lodges the executive department in the governor, five other officers and
"such other officers as the General Assembly may from time to time
prescribe." The governor, under the new constitution, still has the supreme executive power vested in himself and in no other person.
Judges, as we know, were very weak in 1790. In 1838, the legislature was deprived of the power to enact laws annulling the contract of
marriage in the cases described in article I, section 14 of the constitution.
This is a slight increase in judicial power. Article V, section 6 of the
Constitution of 1838, however, is substantially the same as article V,
section 6 of the Constitution of 1790. But, the Constitution of 1874
begins the process of dramatic increase of judicial power in Pennsylvania.
First, article III, section 7 partially limits the legislature in some respects
in the vital matter of special legislation, which in 1790 was the petition of
right. In addition, article V, section 26 limits the legislative power to
create new courts in certain matters and gives to the high court of
Pennsylvania original jurisdiction in cases of certain injunctions, habeas
corpus, mandamus, and quo warranto throughout the state.
By the time of the adoption of the Constitution of 1969, a great deal
of other federal and state constitutional water had passed under the
bridge. In 1969, no executive officer of government would have dreamed
of thinking the executive power to be supreme in the modern sense of
indicating a contrast of power between executive and coordinate
branches, unless he sought impeachment. In 1969, the supreme aspect of
the nonsupreme executive power had become vested in a diversity of
actors. The common law had changed. But strangely, the Supreme Court
of Pennsylvania was suddenly endowed with a new "supreme" judicial
power.
What does this new "supremeness" mean? It adds, in view of our
common heritage, the power to review acts and presumably non-acts of
the legislature, the power to interpret the Constitution, the power to be the
supreme court, in whom is vested the supreme judicial power in law, in
equity, and in justice. It adds the power to fill in gaps in the law. Thus, if
sovereignty of the executive never existed in Pennsylvania, the high court
can say that. If it does not and should not exist today, the court can say
that. If immunity never existed, the court can say that. If sovereign
immunity should not, at common law, exist today, the court can say that.
This is because now, since 1969, there resides in the Supreme Court of
Pennsylvania a power that did not exist in 1790-the supreme judicial
power in law and equity. 192 Therefore, by 1978 all applicable limitations
on the supreme court's power in law and equity have disappeared,
192. The commonwealth court, as the argument demonstrates, is the only constitutional court that must decide immunity at law claims "initially," because, in 1790 terms, the
commonwealth court is an article V, § 6 court that, under the unified court system of the
1969 Constitution, can consider arguments the supreme court has never considered and rule
on them.

because the conditions that inspired the need for a weak judiciary and its

correlative lack of jurisdiction and power in 1790 no longer exist.
If one assumes, as the 1978 Pennsylvania Supreme Court evidently
does that (1) the Commonwealth was a sovereign in 1790; (2) it was an
immune sovereign in 1790; (3) its sovereign immunity was total in 1790;
(4) the law-equity distinctions are irrelevant to such suits; (5) "manner,"
at best, refers to type of action not type of "suits"; (6) "without sale,
denial or delay" are just empty words; and (7) the second sentence of

article IX, section 11 implies sovereign immunity at law, then the immunity, if there is one, is and has always been, not a constitutional

immunity, but a common-law immunity that the court can abolish instantly.
If, arguendo, it is conceded there was a legal contract and tort

immunity in 1790, that immunity begs for abolition today, when there are
perhaps 500,000 employees of the executive. And even if, arguendo, it is

granted that some sovereign immunity existed in 1790, a reality that the
founding fathers of the Commonwealth did not bother to express, retention of the doctrine can no longer be justified. This necessity for abolition

of the doctrine of sovereign immunity follows not merely from the fact
that this is the national trend, not simply from the fact that the only real

immunity left in 1790 was an equitable or extraordinary writ immunity,
which no longer exists today under the supreme court's own doctrine as it
has interpreted successive constitutions since 1874,193 but because this
English common law doctrine of sovereign immunity is out of time, out
of place and, out of relevant cases in which to employ the immunity in the
eighth decade of the 20th Century. After all, the purpose of executive

immunity is to protect the function of the executive against interference
with his discretionary acts before he has committed himself to a "governing action"; not to protect him indefinitely from all manner of accounting

for having abusively performed the function after the fact. Executive
193. InButler v. Hartranft, 77 Pa. 154 (1874), an application for a writ of mandamus by
a newly elected justice of the peace, the supreme court, per Mr. Chief Justice Agnew,
complained bitterly that article V, § 3 of the 1873 Constitution, which was to become
effective after the instant case, deprived the supreme court of original jurisdiction in
mandamus cases. He stated,
this result is to be deplored, as depriving the people of one of the highest forms of
remedy essential to the interests of a republic, and must drive everyone to [sic]
the seat of government, into a local court, to maintain the rights of the people
against state officers, subject to all the delays which flow from the right of appeal.
Id. at 156. In Butler, it is clear that the court reacted to the deprivation of a particular
power. It is noteworthy that Governor Hartranft did not raise the question of sovereign
immunity, nor did the court consider it. Rather, the court, in upholding the governor's
demurrer to the application for mandamus treated the whole proceeding as one "which
seems to be rather a bill in equity than a common law petition." Obviously Mr. Chief Justice
Agnew considered a mandamus against the governor to be not a legal writ, but a petition in
equity, which was no longer permitted. under the new constitution as the court then
interpreted it. It had nothing to do with sovereignty or sovereign immunity. See also Gitlin
v. Turnpike Commission, 384 Pa. 326, 121 A.2d 79 (1956); Collins v. Commonwealth, 262
Pa. 572, 106 A. 229 (1919); and Isett v. Meehan, 232 Pa. 504, 81 A. 544 (1911).

function is protected not only by exempting the executive from paying
damages, but also by forbidding interference with the exercise of executive power before the executive acts. Most civilized countries do not
consider the government sovereign against its own citizens. They do,
however, protect the executive against certain preliminary interference
94
with his discretion.'
B.

The Common Law Status of Legal and Equitable Immunities in
Pennsylvania Today

Under article I, section 11 of the present constitution, if the legislature wishes to address itself to the question of immunities, it must
specifically and affirmatively declare the cases in which immunities at
law may exist and the cases in which existing equitable immunities may
be altered. 195 This affirmative legislative declaration must inevitably
withstand the constitutional scrutiny of the high court, which is now the
supreme court of law and equity.
The high court has held in a long line of cases, culminating in Brown
v. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,196 that the sovereign immunity of
Pennsylvania was commanded by article I, section 11 of the state constitution because it had previously been commanded by article IX, section
11 of the Constitution of 1790. This line of cases has also held that only
the legislature, not the court, could change that sovereignly stance under
the same article of the Constitution of 1969. Therefore, the court has
repeatedly stated that the doctrine of sovereign immunity from suit in
Pennsylvania was a constitutional command, not a creature of the common law.
That was wrong-historically, constitutionally, and logically
wrong.
The common law origins of the doctrine of sovereign immunity and
the meaning of the words of art used in article IX, section 11 of the
Constitution of 1790 indicate that from the time of the decision in
Merchants Warehouse Co. v. Gelder, 97
' the thrust of sovereign immunity, or, rather, the true meaning of executive immunity has been obscured
by historic and legal developments having no relation to immunity questions. Because sovereign immunity is a common law doctrine, the high
194. See generally, Hink, Service-Connected Versus Personal Fault in the French Law
of Government Tort Liability, 16 SYRACUSE L. REV. 721 (1965); Irizarry & Puente, Responsibility of the State as a "Juristic Person" in Latin America, 18 TUL. L. REV. 408 (1944);
Mewett, Procedural Aspects of Sovereign Immunity, 28 U. CIN. L. REV. 271 (1959); Pock,
Systems of Public Responsibility in Switzerland, Germany, Austria, [1966] U. ILL. L.F.
1023; Schwartz, Public Tort Liability in France, 29 N.Y.U.L. REV. 1432 (1954); Comment,
Sovereign Responsibility and the Doctrine of Sacrifice (Aufopferungs-Anspruch), 24 U. CI.
L. REV. 513 (1957).
195. See notes 181-82 supra, where it is suggested that the drafting of the 1969

Constitution accidentally eliminated all equitable immunities.
196. 454 Pa. 566, 305 A.2d 868 (1973).
197. 349 Pa. 1, 36 A.2d 444 (1944).

court is empowered to rule against the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania in
a negligence action without the legislature's consent. It always could.
This conclusion flows inexorably from an examination of the connection
between article V, section 6 of the Constitution of 1790 and article IX,
section 11 (the so-called immunity section) of the same document.
These two provisions of the old constitution were drafted in part by
the same man who later served as the first Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court of Pennsylvania, the Honorable Thomas McKean. An historical
and case analysis demonstrates that Mr. Chief Justice McKean knew that
Pennsylvania was not the sovereign in Pennsylvania after 1789. He also
knew that sovereign immunity in Pennsylvania would be a common-law
doctrine because it was not commanded by either the federal or state
constitutions. Mr. Chief Justice McKean decided Sparhawk and Black,
which are wrongly cited by the court in both Merchants and Brown as
having required sovereign immunity.
Arguably, since the court has repeatedly asked the legislature to
specify the cases in which it would consent to be sued, 198 and since the
legislature has refused to act, the legislative will is preserved by the
court's doctrine of sovereign immunity. This view assumes the necessary
pre-existence of both sovereignty and immunity. The failure of the
legislature to specify in which manner, in which courts and in which
cases (under limitations that no longer exist) the state can be sued does
not forbid a constitutional court from deciding judicially what the legislature has failed to legislate. That is what judicial review is all about.
If the Constitution of 1969 does not require sovereign immunity, but
the high court has previously legislated it or elevated the doctrine to
sacred constitutional ground with legislative approval, the court is not
prohibited from subsequently re-analyzing the doctrine in light of new
historical insight. The court has done as much before. The court is bound
to interpret the legislative will. If that interpretation is based on a legal
misconception that has become a constitutional accident, then this court,
in interpreting the constitution, can correct the misconception and the
constitutional accident. To assume that the legislature must permit the
executive sovereign to be sued before the courts can declare the propriety
of such suits, is to ask the legislature to do the court's business. The court
has not blushed at reviewing legislative acts without specific constitutional authority to do so in the past. It has, since Collins, considered that it
has the duty to interpret those acts and, in so doing, has reviewed them.
Cannot the court review its own judicial doctrine that in effect states that
the legislature must declare when and where the state is not king? Cannot
198. Specter v. Commonwealth, 462 Pa. 474, 341 A.2d 481 (1975); Laughner v. Allegheny County, 436 Pa. 572, 261 A.2d 607 (1970) (Roberts, J., dissenting); Stouffer v.
Morrisson, 400 Pa. 497, 162 A.2d 368 (1960) (Musmanno, J., dissenting).

the court review legislative acts that declare certain executive acts unreviewable or that are silent on the point?
In Rader v. Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission, 19 the high court
suggested that by allowing the Pennsylvania Turnpike Authority to sue
and be sued the legislature did not waive the Commonwealth's sovereign
immunity. This is clearly wrong because if the immunity did not exist in
the first place, the legislature could not waive it. Again, the Commonwealth could contend that the jurisdiction of the commonwealth court
(spelled out by the legislature), contained an express provision in the
enabling act that precluded an implication of a legislative waiver of
sovereign immunity 200 and, that this in effect, advised all courts that the
legislature liked and wanted to keep the Commonwealth's judicially
declared immunity. But if the Commonwealth is only immune by the
court's declaration unsupported by either historic or constitutional fact, or
if the court interprets its own case law differently, then the legislative
declaration is merely a declaration to the court that the legislature appreciates the "mightiness" given to the Commonwealth by the court. The
legislative assumption of Commonwealth sovereignty against all the
people at all times is founded upon the same historical perspectives that
have led the court into error. If the court wants to change its mind based
upon historical research and fundamental justice, the legislature will lose
nothing because it never granted immunity-it merely assumed a nonexistent immunity. The court is free to change its mind because the
sovereign immunity of Pennsylvania is judge-made law. Further, if the
legislature attempts to assert the Commonwealth's immunity from suit by
statute, such statute must be interpreted against a constitution that does
not expressly declare either immunity or sovereignty. 20 If the legislature
formally declares an immunity, the commonwealth court, whose business
it is to examine so-called executive prerogatives, or this State's highest
court, or ultimately the Supreme Court of the United States would still
have the opportunity, on equal protection grounds, to declare the intrinsic
unfairness of the legislative assertion. A Pennsylvania court would be
obliged to declare any such legislation unconstitutional under article I,
section 11 of the Constitution of 1969.
199. Rader v. Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission, 407 Pa. 609, 182 A.2d 199 (1962).
But see Specter v. Commonwealth, 462 Pa. 474, 341 A.2d 481 (1975). The high court in
Rader held the turnpike authority's enabling statute did not waive the so-called sovereign
immunity because the legislature, by allowing the turnpike authority to sue and be sued, was
only authorizing the authority to conduct normal business, which did not include being sued.
The court held that this was not an express waiver of sovereign immunity.
200. PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 17, § 211.401(a)(3)(c) (Purdon Supp. 1977). "The provision of
this section [spelling out the jurisdiction of the commonwealth court] shall not be construed
as a waiver by the Commonwealth of its immunity to suit."
201. Sovereign immunity may be abrogated in the following three ways: (1) constitutional amendment, (2) statutory enactment, provided the state supreme court will not deem
the enactment insufficient because of a constitutional provision, and (3) judicial abrogation.
All three methods require a judicial interpretation of what is constitutionally permissible.

C. The Flow of Conclusions
This part of the article will present the flow of legal, logical, and
constitutional progression demonstrated so far.
FACT:
(1) At the English law, the sovereign's attributes
were ownership of property, control of citizens, and
202
immunity against law actions by his citizens.
PREMISES:
(2) In 1778, the sovereignty at law of the English
Crown only passed to the United States, to Pennsylvania, or to both.
(3) If sovereignty passed to the United States in
1778 or to Pennsylvania, then sovereign immunity in
Pennsylvania is a judicial construction from the common law of England, because no Pennsylvania constitution and no statute of the Commonwealth expressly proclaims this sovereignty and the United States
Constitution does not require state immunity from
6
suit.
(4) If, however, the Crown's sovereignty passed
to both the United States and Pennsylvania in 1778 or
to Pennsylvania alone, sovereignty either did or did
not pass to Pennsylvania, or did or did not pass to the
United States by the Constitution of 1789.
FLOW
CONCLUSION:

(5) Therefore, sovereign immunity came only
from the common law of England and was a legal
2
immunity only according to propositions 2 and 3. 03
(6) If Pennsylvania did not reserve its sovereignty
in 1789 under the federal Constitution, then the Commonwealth's sovereignty and immunity is clearly derived from the Commonwealth common law, not its
constitution.
(7) If Pennsylvania had sovereignty in 1778 or
1789 or both, then the English Crown's attributes
including legal immunity only (see propositions 1 and
2) were either abandoned by Pennsylvania, partially
accepted in Pennsylvania, or totally accepted in Pennsylvania.
(8) If Pennsylvania abandoned the sovereign's
common law immunity in 1790, then the Commonwealth's sovereign immunity must be, at best, an
implied state immunity. (See propositions 3 and 7).

202. See Part III A(3). See also Powlett v. The Attorney General, 145 Eng. Rep. 550
(1667).
203. No Pennsylvania constitution since 1789 has ever contained either the word
"sovereign" or the word "immunity."

FACT:

CONCLUSION:

CONCLUSION:

CONCLUSION:

CONCLUSION:

CONCLUSION:

FLOW
CONCLUSION:

CONCLUSION:

204
(9) Judicial immunity existed at common law
and legislative immunity was given by the Constitution of 1790.205 The judicial immunity of the English
common law was adopted through the common law,
subject in Pennsylvania to the removal of judges.206
(10) Executive immunity in equity had to be
created in America to distinguish it from the English
king's immunity, which was at law only. This follows
from an assumed adoption of the sovereign's immunity under propositions 5 and 7.
(11) If Pennsylvania partially accepted sovereign
immunity in 1790, then. the rejected portions of
sovereign immunity had to be and must have been
expressed or implied constitutionally as noted in propositions 7 and 8.
(12) If sovereign immunity was totally accepted
in Pennsylvania, then the nature of that immunity,
which was, under propositions 1, 5, and 7, a common
law immunity, had to be such that the immunity was
either at law, in equity, or both, or from a petition of
right.
(13) If the immunity was from a petition of right
(see proposition 12) the legislature assumed that task
under the Constitution of 1790 and has retained it ever
2
since . 07
(14) If the immunity was in equity (see proposition 12) that immunity of the executive had to be
specified because the English Crown has been amenable to equity since 1667.208

(15) Whether Pennsylvania was or was not a
sovereign in 1789, equitable immunity of the Commonwealth or executive had to be prescribed. 209 (See
propositions 8 and 10).
(16) The Commonwealth's executive immunity at
equity was specified in the Constitution of 1790 in
article V, section 6 of that constitution, which essen-

204. Floyd v. Barker, 77 Eng. Rep. 1305 (1608).
205. PA. CONST. OF 1790, art. I, § 17.
206. PA. CONST. OF 1790, art. V, § 2, reproduced in Chart 11.
207. PA. CONST. OF 1790, art. V, § 6, art. IX, § 11. By 1874 the right to pass private bills
was abolished, although the legislature could still remedy an individual wrong under the
guise of general legislation (i.e., it could react to the Zerby case, for example, by allowing
recovery in all cases in which people were injured on public highways).
208. See Powlett v. The Attorney General, 145 Eng. Rep. 550 (1667).
209. See text at notes 68-82 supra; PA. CONST. OF 1790, art. IX, § 6.
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CONCLUSION:

CONCLUSION:

CONCLUSION:

FLOW
CONCLUSION:

CONCLUSION:

CONCLUSION:

PENULTIMATE
CONCLUSION:

210.
211.

tially related to the second sentence of article IX,
section 11 of the constitution. 210 (See propositions 10,
11 and 12).
(17) If the Commonwealth executive was given
an executive immunity in equity in 1790, that immunity is not given today through article V, because the
court is not limited under that article as it was in 1790.
(18) The intention of the draftsmen in the second
sentence of article IX, section 11 of the Constitution
of 1790 became obscured by a lack of sovereign
immunity claims and by the continued growth in
equitable power of courts, which culminated in article
V, section 3 of the Constitution of 1874 and in article
V of the Constitution of 1969.
(19) If the Commonwealth's chief executive was
given an equitable immunity only in 1790, this did not
imply a legal immunity. (See propositions 3, 5, and
8).
(20) If the immunity was at law (resembling
the king's immunity at common law), the executive's
immunity in law was a common law immunity only.
(See proposition 5, 7, 8, and 19).
(21) If Pennsylvania was a sovereign in 1789, its
so-called legal immunity is a common-law immunity,
and if Pennsylvania was not a sovereign in 1789, the
legal immunity never did exist, and does not exist
except by the court's common law. (See propositions
3, 5, 15, and 20).
(22) Article I, section 11 of the Constitution of
1969 (like the 1790 Constitution) both confers a right
and grants a limited executive immunity, which permits the legislature to supervise the modern judicial
determination of the ambit of executive immunity
from suits211 in equity only.
(23) There is no immunity at law, but until the
legislature declares otherwise and subject to review by
the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania, some equitable
immunity exists. (See particularly propositions 1, 3,
5, 10, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22).

PA. CoNST. OF 1790, art. V, § 6.
See text at notes 131-32 supra.

ULTIMATE
CONCLUSION:

(24) Sovereign immunity in Pennsylvania, at law,
is not constitutionally mandated and never has been. It
is a judicial construct, a creature of the common law,
which the high court can change.

Furthermore, the classification scheme supporting all commonwealth sovereign or governmental immunity, or what is left of it after
Ayala and Specter, is neither rational, nor reasonably calculated to
accomplish a legitimate state objective. Consequently, not only is it
subject to judicial abrogation, but it also violates the equal protection
clause of the Constitution of the United States.
VI. Epilogue
A. General Conclusions
The impliedprohibition of the first sentence of article IX, section 11
of the Constitution of 1790 had nothing whatever to do with sovereign
immunity; rather, it related to the following: (1) the continuation of the
novel law/equity fusion that had characterized Pennsylvania's common
law since 1737; (2) ensuring that there would be no equity courts or
chancellors while adopting such of the English common law and equity
practice as was applicable to the Pennsylvania conditions; (3) assuring
legislative supremacy while also protecting against any supreme power
being given to the high court; (4) granting new powers to the executive
while granting the governor a partial executive immunity in equity onlyan immunity that was never enjoyed by the whole executive; (5) coordinating the Bill of Rights provision of the Constitution of 1790 to protect
executive function against extraordinary legal and equitable procedures
done by Pennsylvania law courts; and (6) granting the people full access
to the courts while excepting so-called equitable or extraordinary legal
remedies against the executive.
The immunities were delineated in the Constitution of 1790 as
follows: the judge already enjoyed a common law immunity; the legislator was given a constitutional immunity; the governor was deprived of
his common law legal immunity but given a new equitable immunity; and
the Commonwealth was given no immunity.
The drafting of article IX, section 11 and of article V, section 6 of
the Constitution of 1790 accomplished each of these ends. When these
sections are read in conjunction with the rest of that constitution and in
conjunction with the whole constitutions of 1776, 1790, 1838, 1874 and
1969, it is clear that the conditions obtaining in 1790 no longer exist and
that the supreme court has the duty to abandon the supposed sovereign
2 12
immunity of the Commonwealth today.
212. Whether by accident (and through an ignorance of history) or by design, the
present constitution contains none of the limitations that may have been imposed on the

267 .

B.

The Future
In view of the shroud that has been cast over the meaning of the
second sentence of article IX, section 11 of the Constitution of 1790, it
might be futile to suggest that the court should overhaul and repair its
doctrine of sovereign immunity. The doctrine is beyond overhaul. In the
eighth decade of the twentieth century, the doctrine of sovereign immunity is untenable, unworkable, unnecessary, and unconstitutional. Constitutionally, it is erroneous; historically, it is nearly felonious.
The legislature has long since acted to give the court the power that
the court has complained it lacked. Of course, as this article has shown,
the power is there. Certainly, the jurisdiction to review its own doctrine
of sovereign immunity rests in the supreme court, because the old constitution was only designed to restrain the courts from interfering with
executive function in equity without legislative consent. Since the new
constitution contains no specific restriction on the supreme judicial power
of the Commonwealth, 1 3 the court can declare that sovereign immunity
does not exist at law for the Commonwealth unless and until the legislature expressly declares such immunity. That immunity must then be
tested in view of the modern scope of the supreme judicial power. Of
course, any attempt to legislate legal immunities should be proscribed by
the high court as violative of article I, section 11 of the constitution.
Realistically, the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania must make some
new law. Realistically, the time to start is with the next sovereign
immunity case. The court should also clarify when this nonimmunity
attached by simply making the abolition of sovereign immunity apply
equally to injuries sustained before the abolition and to actions (at law)
begun before the abolition.
Since a draftsman's quirk in 1969 conceivably removed all immunity from executive officers, 214 it is the court's responsibility to develop a
rational scheme of immunities. The destruction of the totality of the
equitable immunity of the executive branch of government is, quite
frankly, untenable. A brief sketch of the alternatives to the courts' present
doctrine of sovereign immunity follows.
C. An Alternative Position on the Law of Sovereign Immunity-the
New Cases in View of the Arguments Already Presented
The major points are that the Commonwealth's executive can still be
immune in equity under a proper view of the Constitution of 1790; that
the Commonwealth may still be able to avoid liability today in nearly all
court by the Constitutions of 1776, 1790, 1838, and 1874 relative to the gubernatorial
equitable immunity, and the supreme court has the full law and equity powers that it did not
enjoy previously. See notes 55, 175, 181, 182 supra.
213. See generally PA. CONST., art. V.
214.

See notes 107, 175, 181, 182, 212 supra.

cases in which its agents commit deliberate acts of misfeasance; and that
the Commonwealth is liable only for the negligent acts of its agents. The
result is that the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania has direct immunity
from suit in only one kind of case and derivative nonliability in an
additional two kinds of cases under the Constitution of 1969.
1. Direct Immunity. -When the plaintiff seeks to restrain the
executive branch of government from performing an affirmative act that
is legal, the immunity doctrine should clearly obtain," 5 provided that the
action complained of is not alleged to be unlawful or unconstitutional in
itself.

2 16

Although the words of the Constitution of 1969 do not clearly reach
this result, such an immunity is needed today to protect the executive
branch of government from second-guessing by the courts. If, however,
after the executive makes a free choice of action it can be made to respond
after the fact, for the consequences of the action, the immunity is rational.
This accords with the concept of separation of powers in both 1790 and at
present, because it conforms to equity and the concept of an extraordinary
legal remedy in the classic sense. This immunity allows the executive
branch to do freely any legal action, but requires it to pay for what it has
done negligently. Because of the nature of governmental action, the
standards of negligence may differ in some cases, but the result is clear.
Once negligence of the Commonwealth is proven, the Commonwealth
must respond in damages.
2. Indirect or Derivative Non-liability. -The present law should
provide the executive branch of government with a conditional nonliability in tort derived from agency principles in just two other kinds of
cases.
(a) Torts committed in an act exceeding authority. -Deliberate tort
cases in which an individual defendant-employee of the executive Commonwealth exceeded his given authority and therefore acted beyond the
scope of his duty, would not make the Commonwealth liable for the acts
of its agent. In this case the individual state employee would be personally liable to his victim, and the Commonwealth executive would not be
liable for damages unless an independent basis, such as negligence in
hiring, was proven. An illustration would be when a state police officer
deliberately engages in an independent reckless driving frolic in his state
police car and injures someone or who, without provocation or reasonable
cause, assaults a citizen. Individual, not Commonwealth liability would
attach for the same reason. In such cases, Commonwealth liability would
only emanate from negligence in the selection process of such personnel
215. Vance v. Kassab, 15 Pa. Commw. Ct. 328, 325 A.2d 924 (1974).
216. See Philadelphia Life Ins. Co. v. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, 410 Pa. 571,
576, 190 A.2d I11, 192 (1963).

as for example when people with known predispositions for wanton
violence are selected by the state to serve in posts that give opportunity to
commit violence.
Although it is not a case of Commonwealth liability for hiring a
known violent man, Freach v. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania2 17 provides a close analogy to this set of facts. Freachfalls in a middle ground
because of policy problems inherent in making the state liable for misjudgments by state psychiatrists. If the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,
however, had hired the known psychopath, it would be liable in the
author's view. Thus, the range of application of this principle is clear.
(b) Torts committed in abuse of discretion.-Deliberate tort cases in
which an individual employee of the executive obviously abused his
discretion by a willful malfeasance and acted outside of the authority
conferred upon him would also result in action. This person would not be
acting as an agent of the Commonwealth, but in a deliberately illegal
fashion. An example of this kind of behavior might be posed by possible
proofs that could have been presented in a case like Koynoh v. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.21 8 Suppose the plaintiff could have established
the following facts: certain private school evaluators were competitors of
the plaintiff in the private school business and part-time employees of the
Department of Education; they set out to eliminate the plaintiff or the
plaintiff's school as competitors; their evaluation was incomplete, inadequate, or biased; their report to the State Commissioner of Education
reflected these characteristics; the plaintiff lost his license to operate a
private school because of the above.
If these elements could be proven, the evaluators would be stripped
of immunity. In such a case the Commonwealth would be required to
respond in damages only for the losses actually suffered by the plaintiff if
and only if a court, also a creature of the Commonwealth could have
acted to restrain the illegal behavior and did not. 219 This would be in
accord with PhiladelphiaLife, but this liability of the Commonwealth for
damages could be further conditioned on reinstatement of the license
being an inadequate remedy.
This type of derivative liability of the state would attach on the
following two conditions: that there is no viable third party standing
between victim and state, and that restoration attempts fail because there
is no possibility of return to the status quo ante. Since this liability can be
easily insured against, the Commonwealth's liability is a technical one
only.220 The technical liability of the Commonwealth is not engaged for a
217. 23 Pa. Commw. Ct. 546, 354 A.2d 908 (1975).
218. 12 Pa. Commw. Ct. 375, 316 A.2d 118 (1974).
219. Since the courts are immune from judicial mistakes of this nature, the executive
that set the chain of events in motion would be proximately liable for the court's mistake.
220. See Brown v. Commonwealth, 454 Pa. 566, 305 A.2d 868 (1973).

deliberate tort in this case, but for the negligent and proximate results
occasioned by the inability to restore the status quo ante. This liability is
indirect and secondary to the liability of the deliberate tortfeasor.
3. The Cases.-Under the proper historic and comparative view
of the constitutions of Pennsylvania presented in this paper, many of the
equity cases on sovereign immunity would correctly avoid liability after a
trial on the merits because of a proper and timely claim of nonliability
activity. The deliberate tort cases, after a trial on the merits, could
produce a nonliability 22 1 for the Commonwealth. But the negligence
cases would be decided properly, if and only if they were treated without
immunity as the constitution always intended.
Thus, in the Vance222 case, the activity is obviously immune.
Again, Biello 223 and McCoy 224 could be defended successfully on conventional negligence grounds because a youth or a man lifts his cup
voluntarily. The injury was the result of an exercise of free will. Also, a
boxing referee who allegedly failed to stop a certain fight in time would
be immune absent a proof of malicious abuse of discretion on the
referee's part, because a fighter has assumed certain risks of the trade
when he takes one blow too many in the ring. 225 In the remaining
negligence cases, the Constitution of 1969, like all of its predecessors
since 1790, requires the Commonwealth to answer and defend without
any right to a claimed immunity. This is the law under a proper reading of
the Constitution of 1969.

221.
222.
223.
224.
225.

A conditional nonliability not immunity. See PA. CONST. art. 1, § 11.
Vance v. Kassab, 15 Pa. Commw. Ct. 328, 325 A.2d 924 (1974).
Biello v. Pennsylvania Liquor Control Bd., 454 Pa. 791, 301 A.2d 849 (1973).
McCoy v. Commonwealth, 458 Pa. 513, 326 A.2d 396 (1974).
See Hart v. Spectrum Arena, 15 Pa. Commw. Ct. 584, 329 A.2d 311 (1974).

